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CHAPTER ONE 



CHAPI'ER-I 

·FUNCTIONALISM - AN INTHODUCTION 

Of all the theories of contemporary international 

relationsJFunctionalism is perhaps the main alter

native to the theory of po,..,er politics. As a conscious 

approach to international relations and world 

organisation, Functionalism dates back to the early 

years of twentieth century and its origin lie in tl1e 

development of functional organisations in the last 

century. Ernst B~ Haa!~ study 1 of Functionalism 

in 1964 and republication of David ~Ii trany' s basic 
,-

work2 in 1966 introduced a new vigour into discussions 

about the Functional approach to the probl-ems of · 

international society in the 1960s. Academicians 

and international civil servants who have long been 

attracted by the approach received new encouragement, 

As a result, Functionalism established itself as a 

1. See his Be ond the Nation State: Functionalism 
and Internationa r~anisation tanford: 
Standord University ress, 1964). 

2. See his A Workin~ Peace SBstem (Chicago: Quae
ranee Books, 196 ). Thisook was first.published 
in 1943 and its full ti t.le \'/aS A v/orkinB Peace 
System: An Argument for the Functional evelop
ment of International Organisation (London: 
Royal Institute of International Studies, 1943). 
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major approach and·now it has a distinctive presence 

in the literature on integration theories which has 

rapidly proliferated in the recent past. 

'The political theorists nave long concerned them

selves with the relationship bet\'ieen social, economic 

and technological change on the one hand and political 

change on the other. The Functionalist approach is 

founded on the distinct-ion between these two sets of 

change i.e. between the political and non-political 

aspects of societies and it postulates an increasing 

tension between particularistic nature of the former 

and the internationalising nature of the latter in 

modern era.3 

This. position has been argued most·f<:>rcefully 

and widely by a small group of theorists usually 

described as 'Functionalists'. Since the 1870's 

Functionalism has had a variety of- spokesman. But, 

as pointed•out by Haas, "far from constituting a 

coherent body of militants, these scholars are united 

only by a vague and shifting syndrome of common 

attitudes and prop,osi tions". 4 It can be safely 

3·. Charles Pentland; International 'rheory and .E.'uro
pean Integration (London: Faber and Faber, 1973). 

4. Haas, n.1, p. 8. 
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said that avoidance of rigidity and dogma is the 

e·ssence of Functionalism~8ut where are th_e Basic ideas 

of Functionalism to be found? It has been correctly 

pointed out that the chief exponent and father of 

Functionalism is David Nitrany. 5 However, scholars 

like Paul s. Keinsch, Pitman Potter, Leonard Woolf, 

G.D.H. Cole, Norman Angell, etc. have also contri

buted extensively to the initial !'ormuia tion of the 
6 approach. 

Paul Taylor has divided Functionalist literature 

at the present time into four major strands.7 Firstly, 

there are.the basic ideas to be found in the works 

of Angell, Woolf, Cole, H.itrany, etc. Se_condly, 

writings which are either interpretations of the 

original ideas, a systematic development or amendment 

5. Ibid., p. 8. 

6. Paul Reinsch, Public InternationarUnions (Boston: 
Ginn and Co., 1911). 
Pitman Potter, This \vorld of Nations (New York: 
MacMillan, ·1929 • 
Leonard Woolf: The \'lay of Peace (London:· Benn, 
1928). 
G.D.H. Cole The Intelligent r-1an's Guide 
Throur;h \vorlg Chaos (London: Gollancz, 1932) 
Norman Angell The· Great Illusion (London: 
Heinemann, 1910 • 

7 •. Paul Taylor, 'The Functional Approach to ~he Problem 
of International Order: A Defence", Political 
Studies (London), Vol.16 '(1968), p.323. 
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of them or application to particular case studies. 

This category will include Paul Hoofmann's and 

William Reisman's contribution to Functionalist 

thesis. 8 The Bruce Report also falls into this 

category. 9 Thirdly, there are works which are 

sharply critical of Functionalism and again which 

use criticism as the first step towards the develop

ment of Functionalist ideas and towards bringing 

them into harmony with what the writers believe 

are the more profound insights of contemporary 

politics. 10 Lastly, there are works of Functiona

lism as developed in sociology. Sociological 

Functionalism and the ideas of Functionalists 

have quite diffeient purposes. Nevertheless 

Sociological Functionalism has a lot to offer in 

the systematisation of the ideas of Woolf, Mitrany 

8. Paul Hoofmann, Peace Can B~ Won (New York: Double
day, 1951) 
William Reisman, "The Role of the Economic Agen
cies in the Enforcen•E!nt of International Judgement 
and Awards: A Functional Approach", International 
Organisation (Princeton) Vol.19 (1965). 

9. Bruce Report, published in 1939, contained pro
posals for the restructuring of the economic and 
social organisations of Leagui of Nations. 

10. Cutis W. Martin, "The History and Theory of Functional 
Approach to International Organisation" (Ph.D. thesis, 
Harvard University, 1950). Harold E. Engle, "A Criti
cal Study of the Functionalist Approach to Interna
tional Organisation" (Ph.D. thesis, Columbia Univer
sity, 1957). Inis Clause, Swords itito Ploughshares: 
The Problems and Pro ress of Intern~tional Organi
sations New York: Random House, 1964). James P. 
Sewell, Functionalism and World Politics (Prince
ton: Princeton University Press, 1966). Ernst B. 
Haas, no.l. · 
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and others. Ernst B. Haas•• study mentioned above 

is an attempt to link sociological functionalism 

with Functionalist ideas. 

Three themes recur in the political and social 

writings which culminated in Functionalism. They may 

be·recognised as reflections of actual developments 

in social,' economic and political life in the first 

half of the present century. The first theme is that 

of economic development, the second is that of growth 

of concern with the statesrole in provision of 

welfare for the individuals and the third is the 

growing uncertainty about the traditional democra

tic structures in the modern state. Functionalism 

is built upon a recognition of these changes and 

adopts these to a theory of integration. The 

approach is firmly grounded in nineteenth century 

rationalism. functionalism is also rooted in those 

changing attitudes and structures which culminated 

in the evolution of the Welfare state. 11 

Functionalist writings are about cooperation, 

collaboration, ploughshares and peace. The approach 

1 1 • 
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begins by rejecting the so-called realist position 

that all cooperation must begin with the positive 

acceptance of the primacy of the exclusive and 

competing interests of the national governments. 

The Functionalists believe that the cooperation 

between states for specific welfare benefits is 

possible in situations where political cooperation 

is impossible. This proposition,assumes that such 

ameliorative cooperations can be insulated from the 

ideological cl~shes between the participants. 

Bleicher has summed up some other assumptions of 

Functionalism: (a) successful cooperation on a 

non-political basis through functional interna

tional organisations will breed habits of coopera

tion which will lead to the multiplication and 

expansion of functional organisations. (b) The 

successful satisfaction of the human needs by these 

organisations will engender a transfer of indivi

dual loyalties to international organisations and 

away from national units. (c) The growing scope 

and.effectiveness of these functional organisa

tions will ultimately lead to an integrated world 

community which will, in turn sup~ort a strengthened 

world organisation. 12 

12. Samuel A. Bleichet, 11 UN vs. IBRD: A Dilemma of 
Functionalism", International Organisation, 
vol.24 (1970), pp. 42-49. 
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In David Mitrany's view a working peace system 

exists and functionalism seeks to remove impediments 

to its further growth. Its objective is to entangle 

the national government in a network of inter-lacking 

cooperative ventures. 13 Functionalism places greater 

significance on the emergence of an increasing range 

of inter-cross or transnational system of inter-

dependence. The role of the national governments 

is to be progressively reduced by indirect methods, 

and integration is to be achieved by a variety of 

functionally based cross-national ties, peace and 

securities are to be guaranteed by the efficient 

provision of essential services to'fulfill commonly 

felt needs rather than 'non-war' being introduced 
14 by fear of threat system and sanctions. 

Functionalist approach considers international 

economic and social cooperation as a major pre-

requisite for the ultimate solution of political 

conflicts and elimination of war. In Mitrany's 

words, "the problem of our time is not how to keep 

13. See his A Working Peace System (Chicago, Quadrangle 
Books, 1966). 

14. Taylor and Groom, ed., ~o.11, pp. 1-6. 
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nations peacefully apart but how to bring them 

actively together". 15 The problem of peace should 

not be approached through the points of national 

conflicts, but indirectly, by seeking out the area 

of mutuality and "binding together those interests 

which are common, where they are common and to the 

extent to which they are common". 16 Mitrany is 

against devising a blue-print approach to inter

national organisation. He prefera, instead to rely 

upon the pragmatic development of special purpose 

organisations. These organisatioris, hP feels, will 

evolve their own distinctive structural patterns, 

procedural systems and areas of competence in accor

dance with the inherent requirements of their 

functional missions. 17 This method is recommended 

as one which "seeks, by linking authority to a 

specific activity, to break away from the tradi

tional link between authority and definite terri

tory."18 tnis Claude characterises this approach 

as horizontal as against vertical division of human 

society which is symbolised by the sovereignty of 

states. 19 

15. Mitrany, no.13, p.7. 
16. Ibid., p.40. 
17. Ibid., pp.41,43. 
18. Ibid., p. 6. 
19. Inis Claude, Swords Into Plough Shares: The Pro~ 

blems and Progress of International Organisatign 
(New York: Random House, 1964), Rev. edn. p.34 • 
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Mitrany sees the ideal of pe~ce in terms of 

"national coactivity rather than national co

existence". He puts his faith, "riot in a protect

ed peace but in a working peace", 20 and believes 

that a peaceful world society is "mor~ likely to 

grow through doing things to~ethet in workshop and 

market place rather than signing pacts in chancello

ries".21 In "A Working Peace System", Mitrany 

states his central thesis as follows: "Sovereignty 

cannot in fact be transferred effectively through a 

formula, only through a function. By entrusting an 

authority with certain task, carrying with it 

command over the requisite power and means, a slice 

of sovereignty is transferred from the old authority 

to the new; and the accumulation of such partial 

transfers in time brings about a translation of 

the true seat of authority". And again, "Functiona

lism (will) overlay political decisions with a 

spreading web of international activities and 

agencies, in which and through which the interests 

and lifes of all the nations would be grad~ally 

integrated".22 This gradual evolution constitutes 

whai Mitrany calls a process of "federation by 

in.stalments". 23 

20. Mitrany, no. 13, p. 59. 

21. Ibid., 5. 

22. .!1?.!.1· ' pp. 9, 14. 

23. l.hi.Q.' p.51. 
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Functionalism is a pragmatic approach. It 
·foA.. 

involves/I.-step by step adjustment and development 

of hopeful elements in the existing world. Its 

starting point is the existing situation. The new 

situation is achieved by amending the earlier one 

gradually. Another aspect of Functionalism is 

that the new information .is capable of amending 

man's earlier prejudices and assumptions. Man is 

sufficiently rational to respond to new informa

tions and man is possessed .of some sort of a natural 

recognition of the overriding importance of some 

ends and will select subsidiary ends whi~h help 

their attainment. 

The Functionalists are not unduly optimistic 

about the nature of man. In fact, they are not as 

much concerned with his nature as with his behaviour, 

and they claim that man's behaviour is at least open 

to amendment and control. Angell wrote that "it is 

not a question of changing hum'an n.a ture but of 

changing human behaviour and human behaviour can 

change as a result of outside circumstances". 24 

The Functionalists stake much upon this assumption 
---· -------------------------------------------------
24. Norman Angell in L. Woolf, ed., The Intelligent 

Man's \'lay to Prevent War (London: Gollancz, 1933), 
p.491. 
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that man's behaviour might be amended by the process 

of learning from social environment. He goes to war 

because his social environment encourages him to 

("that we should fight is perhaps part of our 

nature, what we fight about is part of our nurture -

Angell"25 ) and his &eeiM. social environment can 

equally restrain. him from going to war. 

Functionalism holds that viole_nce has its 

roots in socio-economic circumstances of the people 

and it is by the misleading lessons of nationalism 

and allegiance to the state that the seeds of war 

are fertilised. Mitrany wrote in 1944: "Give 

people a moderate sufficiency of what they need 

and ought to have and they will keep the peace; 

this has been proved time and again nationally but 

has not yet been tried internationally". 26 Angell 

argues that because people inhibit the structure 

of the nation-state they really have two conflict

ing sets of needs. On the one hand;there are needs 

which derive from their loyalty to the nation, on 

the other there are those needs which derive more 

25. Ibid., p. 465. 

26. David Mitrany, The Road to Security (Londont 
National Peace Council, 1944), p. 15. 
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immediately from their existence as individuals, the 

need for economic security, etc. The trouble is 

that the first set of needs is always in the way 

of the second. Always a citizen is faced with the 

problem of according priority between two separate 

hierarchy of needs. Not only is he led astray from 

his more important welfare needs by nationalism, he 

is also blinded by it. 

If welfare needs are more important, argue the 

Functionalists, then surely man can be persuaded 

through education and experience to_switch their 

loyal ties from national governmen-ts and redirect 

them to the agencies which best administer to those 
/ 

needs. In the long run, man's loyalty will be to 

those institutions which most successfully satisfy 

their welfare needs. State frontiers artificially 

divides and causes the inefficient administration 

of welfare requirements. What is needed, therefore 

is 2 range of institutions devoted to the satisfac

tion of the welfare-needs of the man and located, 

if efficiency requires it, ~cross state frontiers. 

If we can organise such institutions, people will 
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learn about the advantages of international coope

ration until eventually the powers of the national 

governments are unclermined. "Authority grows out 

of consent and welfare is most likely to procure 

consent.n27 The functional proliferation would 

avoid divisive political debates and at the same 

time create a community of interests which would 

ultimately render national frontiers meaningless. 

Mitrany stressed that the League of Nations failed 

because it had not concerned itself enough with 

fundamental problems of human need)and making the 

same point about th~ United Nations, he wrote, 

"lf its outside activities and agencies do not 

multiply and prosper, it will remain a mere shell."28 

Functionalist ideas have be~n put to test 

through some case studies. Most notable amongst 
. 

these are Ernst B. Haas' study of International 

Labour Organisation (ILO), and James Patrick 

Sewell's Study of United Nations programmes 

financing economic development. 29 There are 

27. Mitrany, n.13, p. 28. 

28. Mitrany, n.26, p. 9. 

29. Haas, no.l. James Patrick Sewell, Functionalism 
and World Politics (Princeton, Princeton Univer
sity Press, 1966). 
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several studies testing Functionalist position and 

assumptions on European Economic Community and on 

the ouestion of attitude change. 30 

In his study of ILO, Haas is sceptical of 

Functionalist claims, although he is far from reject

ing them. He points out that the cooperation of 

group results from the convergence of separate per-

ception of interest and not from spontaneous 

surrender to a common good. This does not necessa-

rily eliminate a learning process, but Haas sees 

this in the form of task expansion. Thus, the 

powers and competence of ILO 9rew over the years in 

its own sphere rather than as a spill-over effe~t 

into other areas. As a functionally specific inter-

national programme develops, and as behavioural 

norms and procedures are built up, so are mechanisms 

dealing with conflicts over these norms. However, 

the experience of ILO seems to suggest that they 

will not spread int6 a general international code. 

30. See especially, Leon Lindberg) Political 0 namics 
of Euro ean Economic Inte ration Stanford: Stan
ford Un1versity Press 19 3 ; R. Inlehart, "Public 
Opinion and Regional integration", Internajional 
Organisation, vol.24 (1970).-Peter Wolf, " nter
national Organisation and Attitude Change", 
International Oraanisation, vol.27 (1973). 
Chadwick F. Alger, "United Nations as a Learning 
Experience", Public Opinion quarterly ( ) 
vol.27 (1963). Robert E Rigqs, "One small step 
for functionalism: UN Participation and congress
ional Attitu~e Change," International Oraanisation, 
vol. 31 ( 1977). 
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~t seems that while task expansion comes more easily 

:han spill over into other areas, there is no auto-

1aticity in either. If at all they are to come 

~bout they must be striven for. 31 

Haas introduces a number of modification in 

the Functionalist thesis. What he calls "the 

~mpirical evidence ••• about the actual behaviour 

lf international organisations» 32 becomes his 

)aradigm for his investigation of ILO. The investi

gation vindicates the refinement exercise, and in 

the process provides further evidence relevaht to 

the original thesis~ The study shows the effects 

of political developments and internatio~al environ

ment upon the working of the organisation. Haas has 

summed up his findings: "The hypothesis advanced were 

verified with respect to the internal growth of the 

organisation, with respect to the impact of the 

environment on the organisation. They were proved 

false by and large, the experience of forty-five 

years of attempted international standard setting 

in the labour-welfare fi~ld, the environment was not 
33 markedly influenced by the programme". 

31. See A.J.R. Groom's article, "Functionalism and 
World Society", in Taylor and Groom, ed., n.11,· 
pp. 93-11 o. 

32 • Ha a s , n • 1 , p. 4 7. 

33. IbiQ.-, p. 444. 
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Sewell's examination of United Nations Pro

grammes Financing Economic Development was inten-

ded as a direct empirical test of the Functiona-

list thesis. Sewell examines the work of Inter

national Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

(IBRD), which arose to meet a common need, and 

evolved in function and structure in a way which 

mirrored the development of the ne~d itself. The 

birth of International Finance Cdrporation apparently 

confirmed the functionalists strategic position that 

task will determine organisation and structure. 

Sewell, however, has reservation about the ade-

quacy of an interpretation confined to the technical 

self-determination process. 

As a study of attitude change on the part of 

participating states, the study in no way vindicates 

Functionalist thesis: "ln viewing these slices of 

functional life, we perceived not so much of 

habituation in agreement as the trappings of 

continued conflict". 34 

There have been some very good studies on the 

functioning of international organisations and 

attitude change. In terms of Functionalist approach 

34. Sewell, no.?9, p. 287. 
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attitude-change is essentially seen to be the product 

of socialisation into international organisation. As 

Mitrany himself pointed out: "The functional method 

itself, by concentrating all attention to a practi-

cal public service is likely to breed a new conscience 

in all those concerned with such internatinnal 

activities". 35 

Some other important empirical investigations 

of attitudinal changes have been conducted by AlQer, 

Best and Riggs. Al~er probed into the effects of 

particip~tion in the organisation on members' 

tt . t d i d t d t t. 36 a 1 ude towar s ssues an owar s o.her na 1ons. · 

Best dealt mainly with the delegate perceptions of 

the organisational setting. 37 Riggs' study provides 

support for some aspects of Functionalist approach. 

It offers additional evidence to corroborate the 

findings of other scholars that cognitive attitu

din~l change results from exposure to internatitinal 

organisation in a variety of settings. However, the 

evidence is somewhat less conclusive with respect to 

effective changes. 38 

35. Mitrany, no.13, p. 40. 
36. Alger, no.30. 
37. Gary Best, "Diplomacy in the United Nations", 

(Ph.D. thesis, North-Western University, 1963). 

38. Riggs, no. 30. 
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After a careful study of research conclusions 

on international organisation and attitude change, 

Peter ~olf maintains that the general line of 

Functionalist approach does not include the provi

sion that international organisation vary with regard 

to {a) the degree to which the major activities are 

politically controversial, (b) amount of control 

exercised, (c) composition of the membership, and 

(d) sociological structurc. 39 

The concept of Functionalism as an approach to 

peace is an extraordinarily attractive doctrine in 

more than one way. lnis Claude points out that the 

prescriptive and pragmatic ideas of Functionalism 

have the grea·t merit of appealing to a variety of 

thought-structures such as humanitarian idealism, 

national self-interest, Pacifists, etc. Again, 

Functionalism is capable of striking a responsive 

chord in both conservative and liberal hearts. 

Its greatest merit lies in the fact that "it seems 

to emerge from the diagnostic clinic, not the drug 

counter, of the internationalist movement". 40 

However, the impressiveness of the approach and 

attractiveness of the functional programme are not in 

39. Wolf, no.30, pp. 347-49. 

40. Claude, ~o.19, p. 353. 
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themselves evidence of either the theoreticaL 

validity or the practical adequacy of the approach. 

Functionalism is treated by way as a rather 

imprecise and outmoded mixture of empirical and 

prescriptive assertions about international coope

ration. While Functionalists heart is at the 

right peace, it is argued, their theory is deeply 

rooted in questionable assumptions, and cannot be 

of much guidance to social scientists or policy 

makers today. 

Inis Cluade challenges the central thesis of 

functionalist approach that war is a product of 

unsatisfactory.economic and social conditions in 

the global community. He approvingly quotes Hans 

Kelsen to the effect that "it is not true that 

the war is the consequence of unsatisfactory 

economic conditions; on the contrary, the un-

satisfactory situation of world economy is the 

conseauence of war". 41 A direct co-relation 

between national economic backwardness and 

aggressiveness cannot be confirmed through a study 

of the recent history of the world. For example, 

41. Ibid., p. 353. -.-
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global peace was shattered in 1939 not by the back

ward people of Asia and Africa but by the advanced 

Germans. 

The Functionalist approach involves the separa

tibility of social and economic strata from the 

political. It is hardly possible to segregate a 

set of problems and treat them in an international 

workshop divorced from national interests and con

flicts. In fact there is a trend towards politici

sation of all tissues operative in the twentieth 

century. It is doubtful whether the states can 

in fact be induced to join hands in functional 

endeavour before they have settled the political 

~nd security issues which divides them. As Cluade 

has put it, "Functionalists insistence upon putting 

first things first does not settle the matter of 

what things are first". 42 

Both Haas and Sewell reproach the Functiona

lists for their distinction between power relations 

and welfare relations. Haas writes: "Power and 

Welfare are far from separable. Indeed,. commit

ment to welfare activities arises only within the 

confines of purely political decisions which are 

42. Ibid., p. 354. 

I 
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made largely on the basis of power consideration". 43 

Some other scholars have argued that functionalists 

should have been explicit in acknowledgement of the 

political issues involved. Many of the functional 

international organisations have failed to attract 

communist bloc membership for political reasons. 

Bleicher has pointed out that the record of the UN 

Specialised Agencies does not indicate success in 

insulating their decision-process from political 

concerns. 44 However, 'technical' the issue, the 

view of non-political experts seemed to be shaped 

by the political environment of the nation-state 

they represent. Inis Cluade while referring to 

the super-power rivalry points out that "the 

politics of cold war shows no susceptibility to 

being transformed by functional programmes, rather 

it shows every indication of being able to transform 

functional workshops into political arenas". 45 

Functionalists have failed to take account of the 

political context in which international activities 

take place. Therefore, Sewell's concluding theme in 

43. Haas, no. 1, p. 23. 

44. Bleicher, no.12, p. 43. 

45. Cluade, no.19, p. 366. 
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his study mentioned above is that "the functionalists 

completely neglect the context of the activities they 

propose to explain, except as they take that context 

to be the ultimate beneficiary of the functional 

endeavour. In the narrowness of its focus, t~c 

functional interpretation cuts off an understanding 

of the very dynamics which give rise to these and 

affect every aspect of their existence». 46 

Functionalism tended to assume that a ~lobal 

consensus on what constitutes 'welfare' is possible 

but as Harrison points out, the dissimilarity between 

states in their ideologies and levels of economic 
~ 47 development would inhibit functional cooperat1on. 

Welfare functions are predicted on prior political 

consensus rather than being independent of it. 

Harrison also takes the Functionalists to task for 

their loose interpretation of the concept of commu

nity and on this count rejects the Functional approach 

as a mono-casual explanation of social activity and 

h • d t 48 ence lna equa e. 

Some other assumptions of the Functionalists 

have also been questioned. Thus, in the study carried 

46. Sewell, no.29, pp. 287-88. 

47~ R.J. Harrison, "Testing Functionalism", in Taylor 
and Groom·, ed., no. 11, pp. 112-137. 

48. Ibir., p. 126. 
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out by Sewell and Haas it could not be shown that 

through the process of learning, initially power-

oriented governmental approach evolves into welfare 

oriented action. Haas also criticises, what he 

calls, the fuzzy manner in which proqress towards 

world community is related to the leadership of 

the expert. 49 Paul Taylor has countered this 

criticism. 50 According to him, Functionalists are 

well aware of both the advantages and difficulties 

of the experts role in the international organisa-

tion. It is a mistake to believe that the Functiona-

lists are simple enough to advocate abandoning 

unconditionally our future in the expert's hands. 

Mitrany himself opined that "the national govern-

men~s should retain the general power of supervi

sion and veto.» 51 The Functionalists stress is 

upon the usefulness of the expe~t in a particular 

situation and not on the expert as bearer of a general 

panacea. Taylor also suggests that it is misleading 

to oversimplify the manner in which the Functionalists 

separate power from welfare. He points out that 

functionalism has drawn the distinction not between 

49. Haas, no.1, p. 30. 

50. Taylor, no. 7, pp. 393-409. 

51. Mitrany, no.26, p. 18. 
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politici and welfare but b~tween power politics and 

legitimised politics. However, it can be safely 

said that functionalists hope of circumventing 

political factors and processes could not succeed 

and is untenable in practice in the present situa-

tion. 

J.~. Burton has argued that the prescriptive 

and optimistic view of Functionalists is likely to 

be valid only if it is inexorable at the domestic 

level, as it claims to be at the inter-state level. 

In many cases the reasons for international con-

flicts can be tr~ced to decision-making within the 

state. If international conflict is essentially 

a spill-over of domestic politics then the inter

national Functionalist alternative would not be 

successful in resolving it. No amount of functional 

cooperation of the inter-state level above would 

eliminate the source of conflict. Unless Functiona-

lism offers an alternative to political decision 

making at the domestic level, argues Burton, it is 

unlikely to develop and to provide an alternative 

form of organisation at the international leve1. 52 

5~. See his article, "Functionalism and Resolution 
of Conflict", in Taylor and Groom, ed., no. 11, 
pp. 240-49. 
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Inis Cluade points out the administrative diffi-

culties in coordinating the activities of a large 

range of functionally specific institutions. 53 This 

problem has been difficult even in the context of UN. 

Again, the lack of coordination between governmental 

and non-governmental functional organisations is 

another pointer. The question of multinatioral 

corporations (they are also international functional 

organisation) is also important in this context. 

C~n by any reckoning multinational corporations be 

equated with spread of internationalism in the 

Functionalist mode?~ Basically, multinational cor

porations are manifestation of national ·power, and 

on occasions, the instrument of the national policy 

of the leading industrialised countries. 

Furthermore, the Functionalists have been 

accused of being deliberately vague on the question 

of what the new world will look ~ike. Some have 

seen in EEC or other regional organisations a pre

cursor of the new order, while others, like Mitrany 

53. Cluade, no.19, pp. 356-365. 
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himself, see in the prolif~ration of regional orga

nisations merely the old world writ large and look 

therefore, for an entirely new system of inter-

national organisation which will eventually elimi

nate the significance of political bounctaries. 54 

fi.nother dilemma to the 'practioners of Functiona-

lism is the fact that consciousness and concern with 

the notions of state-rights, nation-building, 

sovereignty, etc. has been rising in direct pro-

portion to the growth of functional organisations. 

This suggests that the "learning process", and 

"ethos of cooperation" on which the Functionalists 

pinned so much hope has not yielded the desired 

results inspite of proliferation of functional' 

organisations. Functionalism has to resolve this 

dilemma if its claim to be a sound and promising 

approach to international relations can be seriously 

considered. 

A major difficulty in an objective evaluation 

of functionalism is that there is still ~nsufficient 

evidence to test the central functional hypothesis 

54. See Mitrany's article, "The Prospect for Inte
gration: Federal or Functional", in Taylor and 
Groom, ed., n. 11, pp. 53-78. 
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that man will learn from the ex~eri~nces of rnter-

national cooperation and begin to owe loyalty to 

those institutions which best satisfy his welfare 

needs. Very few studies have been carried out and 

those also on a very limited scale. Much more 

evidence has to be collected and analysed before 

satisfactory conclusions can be reached. However, 

the lack of such evidence does not necessarily 

dis prove th c· Functionalist case. "Func tiona! ism is 

an appeal, a prescription; a doctor's treatment 

cannot be shown to be unsatisfactory if it has not 

been tried". 55 

Paul Taylor maintains that some of the criti

cisms against Functionalism are misplaced. Again 

the critics have taken Functionalism to task for 

what it has omitted rather than for what the 

Functionalists have said. Taylor :on~edes that 

Functionalism is incomplete in some respects but 

that cannot be an argument against the completed 

parts. 56 In ·focussing our attention upon the possi

bility of social learninQ and in establishing inter

national order functionalists have surely made a 

5~. Taylor, no.?, p. 408. 

56. Ibid., p. 408. 
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major contribution. William Reism~n's article brings 

out some of the advantages of Functionalist mode of 

thought. 57 

Functional cooperation does have an immediate 

beneficial impact even if it ultimately turns out 

to have negligible long-term integrative effects. 

Functionalism is an approach which stresses concrete 

needs and is praqmatic and flexible enough to respond 

to new situations. Functionalists have eschewed the 

blueprints of the utopians and are perhaps more 

likely to lead us to concrete and immediate advances 

in our knowledge of the integrative processes. 

Functionalism shifts our attention from power, 

nation-state and potential violent competition about 

illusory ends to welf?re and the-advantages of coope-

ration in a less fragmented world. Past attempts to 

keep the peace by negative measures have failed. 

Todcy technical proqress has made it imperative 

that nations avoid war, it behoves us to give serious 

attention to any idea which holds forth promise of 

contributing to an understanding of the causes of war 

and in adding to the promotion of a peaceful world. 

57. Wiliiam Reisman, "The Role of the Economic Agencies 
in the Enforcement of International Judgements and 
Awards", International Oraanisation, vol.19 (1965). 
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Most of the approaches_to the problems of inter

national order focus attention upon methods of 

reforming national government or national control 

on international society. They do not put funda

mental questions about the continuing existence of 
• 

national governments. Unlike these approaches, the 

Functionalist approach suggests that governments 

might be dispensable; and, because it reminds us 

"of that possibility Functionalism is well worth 

. d . " 58 recons1 er1ng • 

58. Taylor, no. 7, p. 409. 
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CHAf>TER II 

FUNCTIONALISM, NEG-FUNCTIONALISM AND REGIONAL 

INTEGRATION 

David Mitrany, the chief theoretician of 

Functionalist approach viewed Functionalism not 

only as a means of preserving peace but also as 

a means to integration; "federation by instal

ments", as he tem.ed it. How~ver, Functionalism 

was technically not a regional integra~ion theory. 

Its ideas were borrowed by 'Europeans' like Jean 

Monnet and others to pass under the political 

hurdle faced by the European federalists. Mitrany's 

principal conce~n was with peace, not regional 

integration. But his solution to capitalise on 

the problems "-':1ich all nations have in corrunon 

has obvious implications for those who pursue 

another goal: the integration of Europe. The 

resulting theoretical vacuum was filled by neo-

functionalism; first systematically presented by 

Ernst B. Haas in his "Uniting of Europe" in 1958. 1 

1. Ernst B. Haas, The Unitin of Euro e: Political, 
Economic an_d_ .s.o_c_ia_l_ f.orces, 1950-57 Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1958). 
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In addition to the sympathy o~ the nee-functionalist 

school which it inspired Functionalism has gained 

some support as a regional in~egration theory in 

its own right. 2 

Those who concern themselves with the building 

of empirical theories of integration tend to see 

the functionalists as belonging to a distinct pre-

scientific age. The function~lists, in turn, see 

much of integration theory as a misguided enterprise 

based on faulty and dangerous assumptions. To 

suqgest that there can be a fruitful relationship 

between the t~o is, therefore, often to risk offend

ing each. The functionalists believe that integra

tion theorists have taken a fundamentally wrong 

turn toward a narrow pre-occupation with the 

building of massively bureaucraticised regional super

state -- which has led them away from the central 

issues of world order. Integration theorists, 

though heavily criticised by the functionalists 

was a direct product of the confrontation of 

Functionalist ideas with the experience of one 

regional organisation: The European Coal and Steel 

Community (ECSC). 

2. Ronn D. Kaiser, nrow3rd the Copernican Phase of 
Regional Integration", Journal of Common Market 
Studies (Oxford), vol.10, 1971-72. 
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Often one gets the impression that the study 

of regional integration is same as the study of 

regional cooperation, regional organisation, 

regional system, regional sub-system on regiona

lism. All these terms are widely used. 3 They 

compound the general uncertainty of whether 

regional conquerers and nation-builders are also 

actors on the stage of regional integration. To 

delimit the fielrl, therefore, it must be stressed 

that the study of regional integra~ion is unique 

from all previous studies of political unification 

because it limits itself to non-coercive efforts. 

The dominant desire of modern students of regional 

integration is to explain the tendency toward the 

voluntary creation of larger political units each 

of which self-consciously eschews the use of force 

in the relations between the participating units. 

As Haas points out, "The study of regional inte

gration is concerned with explaining how and why 

states cease to be wholly sovereign, how and why 

they voluntarily mingle, merge and mix with their 

neighbours so as to lose the factual attributes of 

3. For a detailed and useful discussion, see Ernst 
B. Haas, "The Study of Regional Integration: 
Reflections on the Joy~ and Anguish of Pre
theorising", In tern a ti onal Or9.£.ni sa tion (Princeton), 
vol.24, 1970, pp. 606-47. 



sovereignty while acquiring new techniques for 

resolving conflict between themselves. Regional 

co~peration, organisation, systems and sub-

systems may help describe steps on the way; but 

they should not be confused with the resul·ting 

. t' 4 condl 1ons." 

Several years of work have not been suffi-

cient to create a consensus on a clear delimita-

tion. While Amitai Etzioni treats 'integration' 

as the terminal condition, Philip Jacob and Harry 

Teune regard integration both as a piocess and a 

terminal condition. Among others, Karl Deutsch 

speaks of integration as a process leading to the 

creation of security communities. Federalists 

see the end of the integration process in the 

growth of a federal union among the constituent 
. s nat1ons. 

As we have seen in the first chapter Functiona-

lists like Mitrany and others insist on talking in 

terms of global needs and world society. The 

contrast is drawn between the Iriternational system, 

i.e., the multi-state system, and the functional 

4. Ibid., p. 610. 

5. Ibid., p. 611. 
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pattern, which cuts across and overstays terri

torial boundaries and which loo~~ to 'needs' and 

criterian of rational organisation for definition 

of its administrative b0undaries. Integration 

based on functional national units or geographi

cally defined is held merely to perpetuate dange-

rous political divisions. This is the basis for 

the Functionalist critique of federal model as 

well as regional forms of integration which may 

create globally deeper rifts than those they 

amend locally. 6 Functionalists understand that 

a future European supranational organisation might 

indeed keep order between member-states. Yet 

would recreate at the regional level the funda

mental problem of power politics. Replacing 

nation-states with structures like themselves 

only large would not eliminate international 

violence. This led Mitrany to criticise the 

founding of EEC. In Functionalists terms if we 

have to have regionalism at all, it must be 

functional, not territorial. 7 In this view, 

6. David Mitrany, A Working Peace System (Chicago: 
Quadrangle Books, 1966), pp. 1 74-21 3. 

7. IQig., pp. 53-70. 
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regions are not entities such as western Europe 

or South Asia, but functional areas like railway 

transport or epidemic control. For such fields 

the geographical scope of cooperation would be 

defined purely by their technological and human 

implications. Nation-State is seen by the 

Functionalists as the chief barrier to rational 

organisation for human welfare. Nations remain 

the focus of men's irrational and dysfunctional 

emotions. As such they cannot be attacked 

directly but can be rendered harmless gradually. 

The integration of mankind will come about not 

through, not above or beyond, but despite the 
. 8 natJ.on-state. 

The ECSC has often been referred to as the 

most representative organisation based on the 

Functionalist appro~ch. In the ECSC, proposed 

by Robert Schuman in 1950 those favouring inte-

gration had turned down the disappointment of 

broad and ambitious pan-European fedoralist 

schemes to the Functionalist strategy of placing 

a sector of the economics of six countries under 

8. See Charles Pentland, International Theory and 
Euroyean Intearation (London: Faber and Faber, 
1973 f pp. 64-93. • . 
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a common supranational authorit)'. From the expe

rience of coal and steel community, however, and 

from its companies fo1~ed in 1957, Euratorn and 

European Economic Community (EEC), 9 came not the 

vindication but the reformulation of Functionalism, 

both as practice and as theory. From their obser

vations of the workinb of these asso~iations, both 

the 'Eurocrats' and the 'academicians' concluded 

that while certain Functionalist dyna~ics were 

clearly at work, the progress of integration could 

not be explained simply in terms of 'technical 

determination' and 'learning hab.i ts of cooperation'. 

From this realisation emerged the set of idea.s which 

became known as nee-functionalism. Thus Haas 

remarks in the preface to the second edition of 

his Uniting of Europe, "the ECSC experience has· 

spawned a theory of international integration". 10 

Ronn D. Kaiser has defined nee-functionalism as 

"the theory of supranationalism built on a 

functional base and applied to the question of 

regional integration". 11 

9. The three communities were merged in July 1967. 

10. Ernst B. Haas, The Uniting of Europe (2nd edn.) 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1968), 
p. xii. 

11 • Ka is e r, no. 2 , p. 2 1 1 • 
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The nee-functionalist argument is that when 

certain sectors of the life of sovereign states 

are integrated by being brought under joint con-

trol, a process can be set in motion in which 

orqanised interest groups and political parties 

tend to become involved. To involve groups and 

parties, the sector chosen must be important and 

controversial, but not so controversial that the 

vital interests of the states are immediately 

affected, nor so that the political elites feel 

that their power and yested interests are seriously 

threatened. The integrative step it~elf should be 

inherently expansive. That is, the joint activity 

will be-larger than the sum of the original inde

pendent activities. It should involve _some 

sacrifice and some disruption of existing activi

ties. Strains and distortions may be felt in other 

sectors. These effects will give rise to a new 

need and consequently, a demand for remedies. The 

remedies could well be measures for further 

integration. 12 

Demands will be expressed by the pressure 
/ 

groups and parties. They are "singled out as the 

12. For an exposition of nee-functionalist approach 
see R.J. Harrison, Europe in Que~tion (London: 
George Allen & Unwin, 1974), pp. 75-93. 
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significant.carriers of values and ideologies whose 

opposition, identities or convergence determines 
... 

the success or failure of a transnational ideo

logy". 13 The theory is that the demands, expecta

tions and legalities of groups and parties will 
r 

gradually shift to the new centre of decision-

making. The central institutions will respond and 

become the driving force or motor of the community. 

This is "the expansive logic of integration" 

otherwise called the 'spillover• effect, whereby 

"policies made pursuant to an initial task and grant 

of power can be made real orily if the task its~lf is 
. 

expanded as reflected in the compromises among the 

states interested in the task". 14 The acceptance 

of each stage in this integration process."is best 

explained by the convergence of demands within and 

amonq the nations concerned, not by a pattern of 
' -

identi ca 1 demands and hopes". 15 

.. Ultimately, the expectation is that as the 

tasks and powers of the central institutions are 

13. Haas, no.10, p. 5. 

14. Ernst B. Haas, "International Integration: ThE 
. European an~ the Universal Process" Inter
national Organisation, vol.15 (1961~, p. 368. 

15. Haas, no.10, p. 286. 
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increased through the operation of the spillover 

process, integration will gradually encroach on
1 

that politically sensitive area where vit~l inte

rests are at stake. So, an embryonic political 

community will emerqe and grow. _ 

The neo-functional critique of functionalism 

denied that politics and welfare could be separated. 

Likewise it challenged the proposition that specific 

functional activities could be separated from the 

overall political context. Nee-functionalism 

rejected the proposition that functional integra-

tion would automatically spread. According to neo-

functionalists, "thP technical realm was made 

t h . lb i. l't' ld ... " 16 ec n1ca y a pr or po 1 1ca ec1s1on • 

The nee-functionalists have found the functiona-

list concept of incremental decision-making, whereby 

participants in international organisation 'learn' 

from success in one field to apply the same techniques 

in another, an attractive one. They have, however, 

found Functionalist strategy as too ambitious and 

lacking in clarity. Haas has questioned the 

Functionalist assumption that there is a fundamental 

similarity of valuPs in society which produces a 

16. Ernst B. Haas, Beyond the Nation State: Functiona
lism and International Oroanisation (Stanford: 
'S"t'a'nford Oniv·ersity 1'ress, 1964J; p. 23. 
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universal perception of welfare needs. He contends 
. 

that perceptions of welfare are shaped by cultural 

values, with the result that a universal view of 

welfare is unlikely to emerge from a culturally 

diverse international organisation. Even in strictly 

technical matters, the views of non-political experts 

are shaped by the interests and political environ• 
, 17 

ment of the nation-state which they represent. 

Another nee-functionalist criticism of functionalism 

is that welfare tasks involve the alloc~tion of 

scarce resources bebveen competing gemands and that 

this process a political one, involving the exercise 

of power. Power, therefore, is inseparable from 

welfare. 

' Unlike the Functionalists, the neo-functiona-

lists do not stress the role of consensus in main-

taining stability and integration; rather society 

and integrative process are dominated by self-seeking 

interest groups who are restrained only by a common 

acceptance of the rule of the game. A pluralist 

approach informs neo-func tional is ts description of 

society and it is also characteristic of their view 

17. 1£1Q., ~ee Introrluction. 

I 
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.t,t;T' 

~ of integration. To the Functionalists, however, 

consensus is the essence. 18 

In their acceptance of the pluralist model of 

society the nee-functionalists agree with the 

European federal_ists. The Functionalists, _on 

the other hand, are suspicious of fed~ralism. 

~6avid Mitrany has written about the dangers of 

seeking solutions to societal conflict in formulas 

such as federalism. 19 It cannot provide a solution 

to the problem of divisive interests, qOd might in 

the absence of socio-psychological community add 

to the rlivisions in society. 

But Haas rejects the Functionalist's idea of 

an emerging consensus on socia-l ques. ti ons: "there 

is no common good, other than that perceived . 
·'r:,~'l-!.t.:A:.: • 

through the interest-tinted lenses worn by the 

actors 11 •
20 And, because social life is dominated 

by competition among interests, "integration is 

conceptualised as resulting from an institutiona-

lised pattern of interest politics played out 

• th • • • • t t • 1 • t • t t • II 21 w1 1n ex1st1ng 1n erna 1ona 1ns 1 u 1ons • 

18. Paul Taylor's article, "Functionalism and Stra
tegies for Regional Integration" in A.·J .R. Groom 
and Paul Taylor, ed., Functionalism Theor and 
Practice iri International Relations London: 
University of London Press, 1975), pp. 79-91. 

19. Mitrany, no.6, p. 31. 

20. Haas, no. 16, p. 35. 

21. Ibirl., p. 35. 
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It is the institutionalised pattern which is signi

ficant to the nee-functionalists, and not the 

developnent of socio-psychological community. 

Institutional spillover and the learning process of 

bureaucrats and technical experts is substituted 

for the Functionalists integrative dynamics of 

th 1 . . d . f . . 22 e earn1ng an exper1cnce o c1t1zens. 

It is clear that nee-functionalists are mainly 

concerned with the developments of the institutional 

level. Their acceptance of. the pluralist mod.el of 

society fits easily with the federalist belief that 

a unified Europe can provide a political solution. 

The Functionalists, on the other hand, insist upon 

the development of a socio-psychological community 

as an essential precondition of sov~reignty; and 

believe that without such a community integration 

cannot come about. 

Jhe view which emerges from a merger of the 

nee-fUnctionalist and federalist po~itions is that 

institutional change is the more important aspect 

of integra~ion. The Fun~tionalists' idea~ when 

applied to Europe lead to a different position. 

22. For a comparison between Functionalists and 
nee-Functionalists position, Paul Taylor,~ 
"The concept of community and European Inte
gration Process", in Michael Hodges, ed., 
European Integration (Harmondsworth~ Penguin 
Books, 1972), pp. 203-22. 
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They lead to the view that the analogy of national 

institutions is highly. inappropriate at present 
abse"l'ICR. 

precisely because of~anEuropean interest. Insti-

tutional changes would not b~ ~seful becaUse the new 

institutions could only increase the existing 

differences in interest rather than bring them 

toge~her, and to create new institutions such as 

a more powerful and representative assembly now, 

would discourage the later emergence of an European 

interest. 23 

Another main difference between the Functiona-

list and nee-functionalist approach is that whereas 

Functionalist strategy sees integration a~ a process 

which passes through several stages which are 

different from the end-~ituation, the nee-functiona

list approach seeks to involve the end~situation, 

as far as possible, in the present one. 

The Functionalist strategy sees socio-psycho-

logical community as the es~ential condition of the 

transfer of real power and sovereignty t~ the inter

national institutions. Before the arrival of that 

stage any transfer of formal power is likely to be 

misleading. It will continue to be the governments 

who are expected to act in crisis ~ituations and 

they will continue to attract new tasks to themselves. 

23. Ibid., p. 216. -
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Ernst Haas described the nee-functionalist 

theory to be "one of the most promi~ing models of 

analysis» available to students of international 

relations. Nevertheless, since 1958 he has found 

it necessary to revise the theory, first in 1967, 

as a result of 1965 EEC crisis, and again in 1970. 
. 24 \ 

In an article Has engaged in some self-criticism 

and soul-searching. He observed that, "a giant 

step on the road toward an integrated theory of 

regional integration ••• would be taken if we could 

clarify the matter of what we propose to explairi 

and/or predict". 25 Because of the failure to meet. 

this issue, Haas has labelled prior theoretical 

endeavours in the theory of regional integration 

'pretheorie s'. 

In hi~ article, criticising 'pre-theories' 

Haas faults nee-functionalism because the outco~e 

of its "incrementalstyle" is so "highly contin

gent" on the manipulation of "heroic actors". 26 

Nee-functionalist theory failed to deal with the 

myriad variables which determine the character of 

the integration process. He takes nee-functionalist 

24. Haas, no. 3. 

25. Ibid., p.607. 

26 • .!.!2!£!., pp. 627-28. 
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approach to task because of its failure to clarify 

the confusion between the process and the outcome 

of integration. 27 

Although the establishment of EEC and Euratom 

seemed to confirm the nee-functionalist split over 

hypothesis, the development of European communi

ties since 1958 has called many of the assumptions 

of nee-functionalism into question. Lindberg 

studied the EEC in its first four years of operation 

and concluded that the bulk of the interest group 

activity remained oriented towards nat~onal goals. 28 

Where general policy issues are at stake interest 

groups have found it more effective to operate at 

the national level by putting pressures on their 

respective government. Thus Hodges maintains ·that 

"member states of EEC. ~. (are) •.• relatively impervious 

to pressure by interest groups operating at the 

supranational le~el". 29 Stanley Hoffman has argued 

that the stagnation of European integration is due 

to the distinction between 'low' politics - involving 

calculable and relatively insignificant welfare issues -

27. lEiQ., p. 622. 

28. See Leon N. Lindberq, 
European Economic Integration 
ford University Press~ 1963). 

29. Hodges, no.22, p. 25~ 
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and 'high' politics, involving major foreign policy 

and defence issue-s whi"ch no government is willing 

to entrust to an untried supranational institution. 30 

The failure of the Six to achieve integration in 

high politics by means of spillover from economic 

integration is the result of the diversity of their 
i 

aims and domestic conditions, and the global charac

ter of the international system, in which there are 

few 'European' issues as distinct from local or 

global· ones. 

Another major criticism of the nee-functionalist 

approach is that in concentrating on_the activities 

and aspirations of elites within a region such as 

West Europe, it neglects the influence of inter

national environment on those elites. Although Haas 

has conceded that "relations between the regional . 

system ••• and the external world ••. can be of immense 

importance in explaining integration", 31 the nee

functionalists emphasis on the activities and 

aspirations of regional elites rather than the 

influence of international environment remains one 

of the major deficiencies of the approach. 32 

--·-··---..._,_-----
30. See, Stanley hoffman, "Obstinate or Obsolete_:? The 

Fate of the Nation-State and the Case of Western 
Europe", Daedalus (Cambridge) vol.95 (1966). 

31. Haas, no. 3, p. 620. 

32. On this point see, K. Kaiser, "The Interaction 
of Regional Subsystems", ~orld Politics (Prince
ton) vol.21 (1968-69), pp. 84-87. Amitai Etzioni, 
Political Unification (New York: Hart, Rinehart & 
Wins ton, 196~). 
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Nee-functionalism was undoubtedly a theoretical 

breakthrough. It served both to define the field 

of integration in terms of systematic and manageable 

scheme, advancing a limited and ordered set of varia

bles, and to put forward hypothesis - such as 'spill-

over' - which explained the integrative process in a 

plausible and testable way. While other theoretical 

schools either became strongly policy-oriented or 

turned to exhaustive numerical empiricism, neo-
• functionalism embodied a drive toward ~iddle-range 

theory, which enabled it to come forth rather early 

with a convincing and useful ~analysis of European 

situation. In great measure, then, nee-functionalism 

triumphed because it seemed to work. 

The effectiveness of the Functionalist appronch 
.' 
1s ~ifficult to demonstrate because the factors with 

which it is concerned are less tangible and dramatic. 

Yet, there is some evidence to suggest that socio-

h 1 . 1 . t . d 1 . · E 33 psyc o og1ca commun1 y 1s eve op1ng 1n urope. 

Many European citizens attribute the increase in 

their standard of living to the EEC, a~d many interest 

groups and businessman are beginning to feel that they 

have a lot to loose if integration does not pr6ceed. 34 

33. Hodges, no. 22, pp. 28-?9. 

34. Etzioni, no.32, p. 251. 
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Taylor points out that despite several crises a 

belief in the future of the EEC has permeated down 

to the people. Once the crisis is past the general 

feeling seems to be that integr~tion will continue. 35 

The greatest achievement of European regional 

organisations have been to establish patterns of 

peaceful cooperation in various fields, as preli

minary steps to build a community at the interna

tional level by negotiation rather 'than coercion. 

However, there is no escape from the conclusion 

that till date regional integration in Europe has 

not reached a stage where functionalist and neo-

functionalist approach can claim success. 

The Functionalists reading of the world trends 

has been found faulty by many studies. Far from 

being under inexorable pressure from economic, 

social and technolo~ical forces the nation-state 

seems to be moulding these to its own ends. On the 

basis of statistical data, Deutsch has argued that 

the trend is away from military, technological, 

economic and cul tura1 interdependence, and towards 

a new particularistic national p~eoccupation. In. 

1900 Britain, France and Germany each spent around 
' 

ten per cent of GNP through government budgets; now 

35. Taylor, no.22, p. 220. · 
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the figure is thirty per cent• a great proportion 

of which is not on defence but welfare, i.e. j~st 

that field held by Functionalists to have inter

nationalising implications. 36 If political loyalty 

and authority require a sociol;gical base, as the 

Functionalists argue, and these are the socio-

economic trends, then it would appear that their 

resources in the struggle against the nation-state 

are ebbing away. 

36. K.N. Deutsch, "The Impact of Communication on 
International Relations Theory", in A.A. Said, 
ed., Theory of International Relation§ (New 
Jersy: Englewood Cliffs, 1968). -
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CHAPI'ER III 

Fill·JCTIONALISH AND SOUTH ASIAN RffiiONAL COOPERATION: 

INITIATIVES AND BACKGROUND 

Regional cooperation has become a characteristic 

phenomenon of the post-war period. Beginning with the 

fifties and sixties of the preser,t ,century the idea of 

regional cooperation has gained ground in most parts 

of the \vorl d. . Of late, the countries of South Asia 

have also realised the necessity of forging inter-

state cooperation in the region. Functionalism pro

poses that inter-dependence can be secured through 

Lnter-state cooperation and the resulting proiifera

tion of functional orgarusations. These functional 

organisations will fulfil the basic welfare needs of 
i 

the people and eventually win over the allegiance 
.... 

of the citizens of different countries bypassing 

national sovereignty and territorial boundaries. 

Strictly spealcing, Functionali$m, as developed 

by David I11i trany and others, is not an approach to 

regional cooperation. Regional cooperation means· 

inter-state cooperation within a given geographical 

region. Functionalism, on the other hand, is 

basically an approach to world order. FUnctionalists 
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., 

have concerned themselves 'tli th global needs and world 

society 
1

and notwith 

cooperatiion ·within a 
I 

formulations of inter-state 

region. 1 As a result, technically, 

the ideas and tenets of Functionali~m cannot be 

applied to regior;.&l cooperation. 

However, as we have seen in the preceding 

chapters, the assumptions and viability of Functionalism 

have been analysed and tested in the bacY.drop of 

regional groupings in western h'urope and various UN 

functional organisations. TI1e countries of South 

Asia·have recently grouped themselves together in 

an emerging institutional framework of regional 

cooperation. The birth of South Asian Association 

for Regi0nal Cooperation (SAARC) is a clear pointer 

in the above direction. The testing of South Asian 

Regional Cooperation (SARC) proposals and the pros

pects of SAARC against the yardsticl< of functionalism 

is likely to enrich our understal:!(~ing of both 

Functionalism and regional cooperation in South Asia. 

Most of the areas for cooperation agreed upon . 

by the member-countries of SAARC relate to functional 

---------- ---··-------=·-,_· ------
1. In fact, David Mitrany has been a vocal ·critic of 

regionalism and regional organisations. For example, 
see his article,_ "The Prospect of Integration: 
Federal or Functional" Journal of Common Market · 
Studies (Oxford), vol.4, (1965), pp. 119-120 •. · 

• 
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~pects of cooperation. 2 The SAARC countries have 

:tlso decided to keep bilateral, controversial and 

~olitical issues out of the scope of regional 

~ooperation process. This is in conformity with 

~ctionalism approach_which maintains that fruitful 

inter-state cooperation can be ensured by insulating 

political and ideological clashes. For purposive 

and mutually beneficial cooperationJsimilarity and 

consensus on political and security aspects are not 

needed. Indeed, Functionalism is founded on the 

distinction between political and non-political 

aspects of society. 3 The strengthening of functional 

bases of inter-state cooperation and the consequent 
)rc 

proliferation of functional regional organisations, 

will gradually erode the dominance of political and 

strategic considerations. Thus, the member-countries 

of SAARC by rejecting a political approach to the 

question of regional cooperation in the area, have 

adhered to Functionalist approach toward peace1and 

welfare. 

f 
However, the idea of regional cooperation in 

South Asia i"s not new. Regionalism attempts began 
, .. 

. 2. See Tarlok Singh, "SAARC: Priorities for the Next 
Phase" (Unpublished Background Paper, presented at 
the Seminar on South Asian Regional Cooperation, 
School ofinternational Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru 
University, New Delhi, 2-4 December 1985 

3. Charles Pentland, International Theo 
Integration (London: aber and Faber, 
b6. 
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with the advent of independence of Asia from the 

colonial rule in 1947.4 Several conferences were 

held at the initiative of South and South-East 

Asian countries between 1947 and 1955, which have 

been listed in Table-I at the end of this chapter. 

A close look at the conferences listed in the Table 

reveals some importw1t aspects of the early attempts 

at regionalism involving South Asian couptries. 

Firstly, there was a lack of clarity and precision 

about the region that was to be evolved into a 
I 

viable grouping for common purposes as is evident 

from the geographical diversity and variations of 

the participating countries at these conferences. 

Secondly, these attempts were dominated by politico

strategic considerations on the one hand of military 

pacts and alliances and on the other of decolonisa-
'l...!),d tion ,. Asian resurgence. The agenda of the con-

ferences (last column of the Table), thrust of 

discussions therein and the outcome of their deli-, 

berations clearly underline this. Economic as'pects . 

o:f cooperation figured in tl?-ese con:ferences only 

casually and without much success. 5 The pa:rticipat

ing countries were too preoccupied with politico-

4. See, Sisir Gupta, India and Regional Integration 
in Asia, (Bombay: national Publishing House, 1964) 

5. See, Lalit Prasad Singh, The Politics of Economic 
Cooperation in Asia (Colombia: University of 
Nissouri:Press, 1966), PP'" 3-12. ~· · · 



strater,.ic considerations and the impact of Cold 'vlar. 

As such they did not take any concrete initiative to 

e~olve reGional cooporation. 

From a Fw1ctionalist viewpoint, these early 

attempts at regional cooperation in South Asia do 

not merit much attention. The participating countries 

were only vaguely m'lare that a regional cooperation 

approach to much of their economic and developmental 
I 

strategy! can be beneficial and mutually rewarding. 

Functionalism holds that the desire for and move to-
l 

ward inter-state functional cooperation emanates from 

the socio-economic and technological compulsions of 

the countries concerned. But the backg~·ound of most 

of the early attempts at regionalism were provided by 

the extra-regional powers and \'lere political. 6 ·As 

such the prospects of effective regional cooperation 

in South Asia could not.move beyond the deliberations 

of the conferences held. 

Though the idea of regional cooperation did not 

pick up immediate momentum in South Asia, generally 

improved political atmosphere in the sub-continent 

in the seventies proved conducive for the. same. 

-------------------------------
6. For details, Gupta, no.4. 
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Besides global compulsions and allied developments, 

there vrere important changes in South Asia that helped 

create favourable atmosphere for regional cooperation 

initiatives. The first wave of regionalism attempts in 

South Asia were politi~al in motivation and content and 

as a result could not be transfonned into a basis.for 

the emergence of economic cooperation in South Asia. 
' But, the present move behind regional cooperation in 

South Asia has the background of economic compulsions 

and rationale behind it, though the initiative in the 

direction has been taken no less from the political 

considerations. In this context, therefore, the 

question of mutual economic gains from such a move and 
. t-o 

the political will~sustain the move has assumed 

importance. Even in the case of regional cooperation 

in Western Europe both the factors of economic compul

sions and political considerations'·have played equal_ly 

significant role. Even the highly technical grouping 

such as Customs Union in Western Europe were·primarily 

the outcome of "political and security" considerations 

as concluded in a study by Jacob Viner.7 Robert Gilpin 

has commented: "The economic and technical sub-structur1 

7. See, Jacob Viner, The CUstoms Union Issue (New York: 
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1950). 
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flo.'itio..l)1 J .. tt.tmi..;eJ CV\d i~t~rllch w.-, -h,Q ~oliiic..C s-;.~l"~k~~ • . 
! • 

politica~ values and security interest are~ruc~al 

determinknts of international economic relations."8 
'\ 

Both the questions of economic compulsions and 
I 

politicaf considerations have helped generate the 

initiatfve on South Asian regional cooperation, and 

as such, the strength and vitality of SAARC will 

.depend on "a converge of perceived interest under

pinned by suitable political and economic circum-

stances".9 

Several economic compulsions before the South 

Asian countries,for regional cooperation can be enu-
i 

merated. ' Regional cooperation has acquired a momentum 

of its own in the context of developing countries 

. quest · fo 'r a New International Economic Order (NIEO). 

The failure to ·implment the Programme of Action of 

NIEO and the stalemate over the launching of global 

negotiatlion~ have led to increasing emphasis on the 

regionat and inter-regional cooperation among develop

ing co~tries, generally referred to as South-South 
·. I 10 

Cooperation. The situation in South Asian countries 

I . . I . . a. Robert Gilpin, "The Politics of Transnational Econo-
mic Relations", in Ray Ma.ghroori and Bennett Ramberg, 
ed., Globalism versus Realism: International Relations 
(Wes~v'"iew Press, 1982), p. 176 . · . · 

. i . . . 
·g. Michael Leifer, "The Limits of Functionalism Endeavour: 

The Experience of South-East As~an, in A.J.R. Groom and 
Paul <Taylor, ed., Functionalism: The or and --Practice 
in International Re a ions niversi ty o ondOJ'J 

, Pres$, 1975), p. 279. 
i 
I 

10 Altaf; Gauhar, eel. South-South Cooperation (London: Thil 
World Foundation, 1984) 
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cannot be divorced from the deteriorating., effects of 

global economy on the developing countries. South 

Asian countries are facing a developmental crisis of 
/ 

unpr~cedented magnitude both from the $lobal environ-
. 11 

ment and the domestic setting. The three indicators, 

namely balance of payments and trade account, debt 

liabilities and prospect for foreign capital (i.e. . 
concessional aid) are sufficient to suggest not only 

the dependency but also the vulnerability of the . 

region to global economic fluctuations. It became · 

extremely difficult for South Asian countries to sustain 

growth rate even at the level of two per cent. · In 
! 
l 

1974-75, 1 the real growth rate had touched a new low 

of 2.2 per cent as against the population growth of 

2.4 per cent. 12 Again, the impact of the second oil 

shock in 1979-80 further dampened the economic out

look since all these countries are oil-importing 

countries. 

South Asian countries are mainly exporters of 

primary products. But, as pointed out by World Bank, 

economic recovery has not been helpful to primary 

good exporters. "The high real exchange value of the 

11. S.D. Muni and Anuradha Muni, Regional Ooo~eration 
in South Asia (New Delhi: N~tional PUblls lng House, 
1984), p. 45. ' . . 

12. \·Torld Bank figures as quoted in the Times of In.Ua 
(New Delhi), 2 September 1978. 
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dollar has contributed to depressing the .l'rirnary commo

dity prices in terms of purchasing power over goods , 

imported forthe USA and industrialised countries. 111 3. 

The problem is likely to be compounded further by the . 

emerging trend in technology development wh~ich is 

likely to upset the "comparative advantage of develop

ing countries by taking away significance of cheap 

labour. n14 

All South Asian countries are mostly ··dependent 

on external sources of finance, investment and tech

nology for their indigenous development. For their 

exports they have to depend primarily on the industrial 

market economies for their markets. With growing 

recession in developed countries and the consequent 

wave of protectionism in their economies, the market 

opportunities of South Asian countries have become 

restricted.15 At the same time the availability of 

cheap services of finance from multilateral sources, 

particularly IDA, is drying up. 
I 

There is evidence to 

indicate that remittances from the Gulf has reached 

13. Girijesh Pant, "Gains from Regional.Economic Coope
ration", Mainstream (New Delhi), p.48 .. 

14. ~ •• p. 49 

15. I.N. r1ukherjee, 11South Asian Regional Cooperation: 
Economic Constraints and Potentialities", (Unpub
lished), Paper presented nt the Seminar on South 
Asian Regional Cooperation, Jawaharlal N~hru Uni
versity, New Delhi, 2-4 December 1985. 
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16 ·. 
its plateau. , All these factors pointed toward the 

urgent need of the countries of t~s region to act 

together with respect to the terms and conditions on 

which external finance, inflow of foreign capital, 

transfer of technology and access to markets would 

be made available to them. The obvious inference is 

that a regional approach will be relevant not as an 

alternative to global and domestic solutions but in 

providing scope to minimise the impact of adverse 

world trends. 17 Thus, we can see that reg4onal 

cooperation initiatives in South Asia have signifi

cant economic motivation. Functional cooperation in 

different fields amongst the South Asian countries 

has been perceived to be beneficial and mutually 

rewarding. Functionalist standpoint that econom~c 
I 

cooperation"will pave the way for better political 

understanding has been one of the important aspects 

of thinking on the regional cooperation in South Asia. 

Poli tical.ly, the South Asian State system was 

radically altered with the emergence of Bangladesh 

in 1971, and th2 Simla Agreement \July 1972) between 

16. See, H.G. Quibria, 11 Inward Remittances and South 
Asian Economies"~ Commerce (Bombay) Hay 17, 1986 

17. l'-1uldierjee, no.15, pp. 27-28 
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India and Paldstan following the Vlar. It was during ., 

this time that a good regime rapport \'las established 

between New Delhi und Islamabad, Nevt Delhi and ll3.cca, 

and New Delhi and Colombo. But this lasted only for 

a brief spell of time ~s svrift regime changes transfor

med the political landscape in South Asia. Mrs. Gandhi 

was voted out of power in India (1977) and Bhutto was 
I 

l 
overth~ovm by a military coup in Pakistan. Military 

I also cqptured power in.Bangladesh (1975), and Mrs. 
i 

Bandaranaike's- government was replaced by the United 

Natio14al Party (UNP) led by. J.rr. Jayewardene in Sri 

Lanka ( 1977). It seemed tuat initiatives regardi~g 

regional cooperation has received a serious jolt with 
' 

· sudden 1regime changes in the above South Asian coun-

tries. 

However, some analysts argue that even during 

this period (19?5-80) there were clear political com-

pulsions on these new regimes for regional coopera-
.•. 

tion. It was from both domestic and external, sources. 

It is also argued-that these regimes had some ideo

logical orientations \'thich worked as a c~ntripetal. 
18· forces for greater regional harmony. According 

18. See l'4uni and ~1uni, no. 11, pp. _20-22. 
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to this viev1, anothc:r very si:_;nificant conduc.i ve factor 

was the interest shovm by the ~/estern powers in encourag

ing cooperative relations in. South Asia. As ~1uni)s 

\·rri te: "\'/estern countries have been actively campaign

ing for regionalism in the 'l'hird \'/orld - which besides 

weakening the Third World solidarity and united front 

may·also help the North in inteerating markets for 

their goods, teclmologies nnd capital as well as in 

coordinating the sources of vital ravr material 

supply 11
•
19 This raises a pertinent question about 

the implic:J.tions of North's interest and support for 

regionalism in Third \'l'orld. 20 1\s a result of the 

combined impact of all the conducive factors as well 

as co:nrulsions a~ detailed above on South Asian 

nations, some sort of rPgional approach became 

evident in many vmys among these countries since 

mid-1977. The visit of Heads of Governments of 

the South Asian countries in this period to each 

other's capital also reinforced concerrff in the 

need for regional cooperation in South Asia. 

19. llli_., p •. 7. 

20. See, B.P. Menon, The Bridge Across the South 
(Pragen,·1980). For an overview of North 
and Third vlorld Regionalism, Hans \'l. Singer, 
"North-South and South-South: The North and 
the Third World Cooperation" Development 
and Peace (Budapest), vol.3 t1982), pp. 5-11. 
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Even at the UN and international c·onferences,, 

South Asian countri.es had more mutual consultations 

and contacts on the various economic issues of 

common interest. It was against this background, 

that Bangladesh initiative for the setting up of 

a forum for regional cooperation in South Asia in 

1980 formally was taken. 

It is in the nature of the region of South Asia 

that there should be both divergences and similari

ties between the circumstances in which the different 

countries are placed. 21 The divergencies relate to 

the basic factors of size, population, resource 

endovnnents, and stages of development. The simila

rities concern the broad pattern of problems that 
! 

they confront in moving towards higher levels of 

development and productivity and higher rates of 

growth. Hitherto each country has looked at itself 

and the rest -of the world 'as two entities_ and has 

developed patterns of trade and aid as circumstances 

demanded. The region and even the neighbouring 
I 

countries had no significant role. To this extent 

21. Tarlok Singh, 11 SARC: Priorities for the Next 
Phase", (Unpublished) Paper presented at the 
Seminar on South Asian Regional Cooperation, 
School of International Studies, Jawaharlal 
Nehru University, New Delhi, 2-4 December 1985 



I 
! • \ . 

divergencies tended to increase and countries of the 

regionictrew further away. The initiation of SAARC 

is looked upon by many as a corrective to the past 

negligence of regional cooperation efforts in South 

Asia. 

Many common factors have also been at work in 
; 

the South Asian region, notably, sharp increase in 

population, pressures on limited resources, excessive 

dependence on agriculture and vagaries of rainfall, 
' . ~ · 

the general state of low productivity and natural 

resources, unemployment, dependence on external re

sources, unemployment, dependenc·a on external re

sources, inadequate and uneven rates of growth, ·etc. 

These common factors can be readily seen to be the. 
foundation for a broad-based effort to put the re-

sources, manpower and infrastructure of the region 

as a whole to greater common use. The J:t"\mctionalist 

thrust in the regional cooperation approach envisages 

that shared problems can only be solved through mutual 

action. rutrany had emphasised on "national co

activity", in contraat to "national co-existence 11 •
22 

22. See, David Mitrany, A v/orking Pea'ce .System (Chicago: 
Qudrangle Bool<s, 1966), p.59. 
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Cooperation between states for specific·· welfare-

oriented benefits is not only possible but also 

nccf"ssary to cut the edge of political differences. 

Regional cooperation can be built on the foundation 

of scientific, technological and econom~c cooperation 

amonc;st the countries concerned. It is on this 

platform that the South Asian countries have maximum 

convergence of interest. "One should not under

score the possibility that perceived successes in 

these areas could in turn help to mitigate bilateral 

differences. By building up viable regional insti

tutions and Perhaps later undertaking joint· invest

ment projects, the mer:1ber-countries would develop 

stakes in the region \"ihich they \'IOUld like not only 

to maintain, but develop even further. 1123 

In the foll 0\'1 ing pages we will take _up· the 

development of SARC process since the late President 

Ziarur Rahman of Bangladesh·made a proposal for a 

su~~it meeting of the leaders of seven South Asian 

countries in r~ay 1980. The purpose of such a summit 

\'laS to "explore the possibilities of establishing a 

23. I.N. r·1ukherjee, "South Asian Regional Coopera
tion: Economic Constraints and Potentialities 11 , 

lUnpublishe~Jpaper, presented at the Seminar on 
South Asian Regional Cooperation, Jawaharlal 
Nehru University, New Delhi, December 2-4, 1935, 
p. 31 
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framework for regional cooperation". President Zia ., 

made a very forceful plea in favour of regional 

cooperation. _ According to him, such cooperation 

was taking place in all the regions of the world, 

in ~articular, in the Third \'lorld, and the rationale 

for this in South Asia lay in the fact that "the 

countries of South Asia share many common values that 

are rooted in their social, ethnic, cultural and 

historical traditions. Perceptions about certain 

specific events or political situations of the world 

may differ but such differences do not seem to create 
24 a gulf which cannot be bridged." - The underlying 

assumptions of Functionalism is clearly reflected 

in the above l'ormulution. Political differences 
I 

can oe lside-tracl~ed .and cooperation built through 

joint 1nden.vours in acceptable and speci1"ic· 
. ! 

functional areas. 

It seems that the Government of Baneladesh was 

workinJ on the idea for nearly two to three years 

before Jgiving it a concrete shape and announcing it. 
i 
i 

Initially, the proposal got a mixed response from 

the South Asian countries; a sort of cautioned. 
I . -

accept~ce. While Nepal, Sri Lanka, Maldives and 
I 

24. As .quoted in Muni and Muni, no.11, p.30. 
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i 
I 

Bhutan'promptly endorsed the idea, India and Pakistan 
., 

expressed some reservations, though not arbitrarily 
l 

I 
i 

rejecting the proposal. The political considerations 

weigh heavily in the initial reservation of~-India 

and Pakistan to such a proposal. 

There was, hov1ever, nothing apparently objection

able in the proposal. In essence it called for 

region~l harmony and cooperation aimed at economic 

development in the compelling regional and inter

national context. Therefore, India and Pakistan could 

not outrightly reject the proposal eiti1er. They 

instead sought to modifY it so as to accommodate their 

respective apprehensions and requirements. This was 

done in a series of exchange of views that took place 

follovling the announcemertt of the propos_al.. The South 

Asian foreign ministers also discussed the subject 

at the UN Headquarters in New York during August

September 1980. The consensus that finally emerged 

among them was to have a meeting at the level of 

foreign secretaries which could prepare groun~ for 

the m:.nisterial meeting that co_uld . subsequently lead 

to a summit. It \>las decided to exclude the bilateral_, 

political and controversial issues out of the purview 

of the foreign secretaries meeting-;; Bangladesh was 



entru~; b?.cl vii tl1 tile rcsponsibili ty of preparing the 

at the f.ir'st meeti.n[; of t:·,e for·e1~)·1 secretaries. 

:Ccm;:;ladesl1 pre_~1:n'ed :l~lll circulated the draft in 

Nove:::ber 1980. 25 It had hro important features: (a) 
.... 

all the objectives of ret:ional cooperation, \·!ere 

defined in very v!ide terms. It identified eleven 

specific areas of cooperation. These \'Jere ccfnsidered 

as "non-political" and "non-controversial" items;. 

(b) 'lhe dreft suggested various institutional and 

orgnr.isational aspects of regional cooperation. The 

emphasis \<las on a sumr.li t of the Heads of Governments 
I 

though it was accepted that way for the summit,. could 

be prepared by the meetirr,s of the foreign secretaries. 

The paper cle~j.rly admitted the tension generating 

potentially c.f a shared cultural heritage. It hO\·Jever, 

addecl that "there was no reason why the common h~ritage 

should not be converted into a positive. factor to 

·bring the countries of South Asia closer~ 11 It also 

sm·T no contradiction between "bilateralism and 

regionalism". On the other hand, in its opinion,. 

------------------------------------------------------
25. See Annexure A, for the extracts of the Bangladesh 

v/orking Paper of November 1980, }1uni and Muni, no. 
11, pp.142-148. 
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some of the minor and, major irritants in the bilateral 
. . \ 

relations ••• either be minimised or completely removed 

through a regional forum". J..urther, it pointed out 

how regional fo1~m might serve as a feedback to the 

system of global cooperation. The paper was quite 

optimistic as to the ultimate emergence of a regional 

organisation in South Asia. 

South Asian reeional cooperation has indeed come , 

a long way since 1980)after Bangladesh's initiative. 

The Bant;ladesh's draft paper formed the basis of 
' ... · 

discussion at the first meeting of the seven South 

Asian foreign secretaries held in Colombo from 21 to 

23 April 1981. Two salient points emerged from this 

historic meeting: (i) regional cooperation \'.-as 

necessary, desirable and beneficial; (i.:i.) there was 

need for moving with caution and making adequate pre

paration for realisi:ag the eoal of regional coopera

tion. It was in pursu()nce of the recognition of 

these imperatives that the joint communique issued 

at the end of the meeting emphasised the principle 

of unanimity in making decisions and also the desirabi

lity of l<eeping aside all bilateral. and contentious 

issues from future delibe'rations. The paper also 



recognised that regional cooperation based as it would 

be on r.mtual trust and appreciation of the nationalist 

aspirations of the individual countries, it was not 

expecterl to become a substitute for bilateral and 

multilateral cooperations. It was maintained that 

any rer.;ional cooperation nc0-:>d not be inconsistent 

with bilateral and multilateral obligations of the 

t . d 26 coun r~es concerne • 

To begin with, five specific areas of beneficial 

regional cooperation were identifJed at the mee.ting 

These were, agriculture, rural development, tele

communications, meterology and health and population. 

Five study groups coordinated by Bane;la.desh, Sri Lanka, 

Pakistan, India and Nepal respectively, ,.,ere insti

tuted to make indepth studies in order to review the 

existing arrangements and assess the feasibility and 

scope for regional cooperation in the overall cost

benefit frame\'lork. 

Subsequently, three more meetings-at the foreien 

secretaries level were held at Kathmandu (November 

1981), Islamabad (August 1983) and Dhaka (March 1983). 

26. See, Annexure PS-3 for the .Joint Communique of 
the Meeting of South Asian Foreign Secretaries, 
Colombo, April 1981,. Nuni and flluni, no.11, p.151. 
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A.t the Kathmandu meetinG,· 
I 

five study groups as well! 
I 

the recommendations of the 
\ 

as the report of the Com-

nittee of whole were endorsed. 

It may be noted that as a result of these · 
l 

ieliberations a fairly broad based and comprehensive 

scheme of South Asian regional cooperation was evolved 

3.nd almost all the field 1outlined in the working paper 
! . 

::>f Ban.c;ladesh) \vi th the exception of tourism and joint 
I 

iTentures, were accepted. 
1

In fact some of the new subjects 
i 

Like telecommunications, ::postal services. and sports were 

3.lso included. 

Thus, the first meeting of the foreign ministers 

of Bangladesh, Maldives, Pakistan, Bhutan, India, 

~epal and Sri Lanka was held in New Delhi, on 

l-2 August 1983. At the conclusion~f the meeting 

~oreign r1inisters signed ,a Declaration on South Asian 
I 

i.egional Cooperation (SARC). All the seven foreign 
i 

ninisters expressed an ardent desire to foster regional 

~ooperation in view of compulsions of the comrrion pro

::>lems and aspirations of !their -people and the need to 

3.ccelerate socio-economid development. Besides,_ they 
I 

vere quite convinced that regional cooperation was 
i 

' iesirable and necessaryifor achieving self-reliance. 

I'he Declaration hiehl~gh~ed eight objectives of SARC. 



'/1 

woulu be t!12 r.:=·co:~niLion o.C :-overeignty anJ t~1e prln-

ci)lcs oi non-interference ir the internal affairs of 

ot! tor:.:; :_!ill( rnutu. ~1 hom~ fit.. A tlu·oe-ticr in.stitut.Lon<..tl 

arron.::;e:'Jcnt vro.s succestecl. J\s t:o the iin:-·.ncing of 

rr:·c::. ); 121 -:_;ro~ject~, it \VO.S cl0c:i.ded th<:tt the cons tribu-

provi.si.oll ':!Cl.S .':!lso f:!c..tde for L;1e recourse to external 

the procre::;.s of .SAllC. It \·n.s i~1 IAn·.sue:Jr1ce of this 

effect, a prerl:-)l":c:tory meetinG i'or lhe forthcoming 

Here, tlli: forr:i.:.:;n :'lini.:;tc>r::~ c:.pp:coved the clraft of 

the t!ie Heads of Gov0rn-

Clwrter of :3ARC. 'I'lle .id(>a of the estnbLishment of 

a ~ecreturiet vas 2l~o mootert for the first time in 

this meetjn~:;. One of the more important offshoot of 

the 'I'himpu delibcra tions was t: ·•: '"'iecis ion for greoter 
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South .·J.s:L~m leaders for r':c;i.onal cooperation was held 

in DhD.La, on 7-8 Dece::!bc-r 1~Y'5. 27 In tl:tis meeting, 

the seven :Jouth Asian lec.ders launched the \·1orld' s 

most populous region3l groupinG with the hope that it 

\·lould ir~prove the security C'lJ.vircmr::ent in the rer;ion 

and ,t:::1:-lt coop(::ration arno::1r; the?i:; in economic and 

cultural field will result in n better life for their 

P.t the en· of the t1w-.~ny sur.1mit the Heads of 

St.::~te or Gover·:nment of Sou·.~h /\sian countries adopted 

·'1 ClLtrtc-r L;ivitlC l1irtll t,) the:- South Asian As:::oci.ttion 

for negi onal Coopc~rcrtion (SA.A:\.C). 28 TlK~ :.~urnmi t also 

is succi the Dholca Decl2.ration cor:mi tting the pnrticipatin 

27. For a bac)'.grounc1 and the .. icli bera tions at the meet
il1C, S·:?'?. B. Udays!1ankar, 11 Limits and Limitations of 
S~Al~C".•, Str~1·_~e9ic Analysis (Neu Delhi), vol.IX 
(l elH"'-luTY 19 ,6 • 

B:nl Ltdt:::>:Jh ~lorl~in;~ l'aper of 
sucgcs·U;d four nor::c ncl:1ture 
c;roupings in_South Asia C?-1 
for Coopero.tJ.on (SAAC);. (oJ 
Asia (ASA); (c) Association 
Cooperation (ASAC)j· and (d) 
Asian States (OSAS • 

November 1980 had 
for the re'·ionul 
South Asian Association 
As!Joci<::tion of South 
of South Asia for 
Organisation of South 
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countries to the concept of regional co'6peration. 29 

The Charter consists of a preamble and is followed 

by ten articles. 30 Quite sienificantly, the Charter 

contains a provision for the meeting of the Heads of 

State or Government annually. The framework of SAARC 

will consist of a Council of Ministers at the head, 

then Standing Committee of the Foreign Secretaries, 

a Teclmical Committee and an Action Committee •. ·A 

Secretariat should be established at the appropriate 

time. 

To sum up, the regional cooperation in South 
I 

Asia in fact has come a long way since the Bangladesh 

proposal mooted in May 1980. H~wever, the Bangladesh 

initiative is not less aided by the eartier moves, 
,· 

particularly, that of the United Nations and its 

specic:.lised agencies. The changed political, economic 

arid strategic environment has al~v contributed a lot 

toward building of regional cooperation in South Asia. 

The range of activities taken under th~ SAARC.framework 

is indeed impressive, involving as it does, both infra

structural arraneements and planning perspectives. 
; 

The regional cooperation process would receive 

impetus as the existing vested interests around the 
' 

! 
l 

29. See Appendix. 

30. Jbid. 
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proce.ss start as.sertinc; ~hemselves. It \WUld further 
; 

help if such ne"v'r interes~s are created that will have 
,· 

deep stai~es in continuing and strengthening the pro-

cess. 'rhis can happen only \.'hen the ree;ional coC>pera

tion process is broadened so that it goes beyond the 

exclu.sive psr i1<::t'c~rs of the Sto.te structure in South 

Asia., nnd in·Jolve.s, in ndciltion, the. society as a 

\·!hole. The neo-l'unctiomllir:>t :lp~wo:::-:ch lo4of~i eh maintnins 

Gr0'1.ll1 ullich get involved in the inter-state 

functionalist endeavour ':!ill shift to the ne\1/' centres 

of deci::;ion t1:J.1<.ing. The o.ppro'.•Ch has the potentiality 

o:L ex1>l<.:lining continuin8 intc:>r·est in the reeional 

cooperation process if such gr~:mps and vested inte-

rests are created. It is very important·that there 

should bo people aml groups to speak and argue in 

favour of regionD.l cooperation from the long term 

point of vie\·r. Because, these groups and interests 

may gradually ~ear the political factors in the desired 

direction of ree;ional cooperat::.on.31 This would help 

the South Asian move advanced in a Functionalist 

fraraev10rk. As pointed out by Nun!'., the proce·ss of 

31. R.J. Harrison, Europe,in Question (London: 
Georr;e Allen and Umvin, 1974), PPo 81-82. 
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too. Gradualis.:i also secr:1s to 

have 1F•cor:··e:' t.iif.: \·tntch-;·!Orri of reclonal cooperation in 

South Asin. In Sou h Asi~n co~text, inter-state, 

rro;-~.i..on:::.l cooper:..~tion ".'!ill be a lone and tortous 

in outlook. Such coop,;r<.t LjJ):. j_:; intended to ;~ro ·, 

step by st0.p in the c·co:lOi11ic, soci:::.l and cultural 

sphere 11 • Suhsequen tly, the ';!&y in Hhich -~he arec.s 
l 

of cooper<:1tion J1,·:ve bcc.·n icler:tified seems to be in 

conformity \·Ji t:1 the Functi.on·•l5 ct fraraeworl-:::. 

(,"' _) (._: . r.Iuni .·md lh . .mi, no. 11, !JP. 69-71. 
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TADI.P. 

f'nrly Att<•onJ•ts nl U<•ttluunlhnl In Ash1 
----·- ----------------------- ------------·--·------ -----'-------1--

-( ·,,,,,.ir.l JWr(idJiol/l'd IJ.WtS ./i.ICIIHI'.f 

----------------------
1\sian Relations Couference, 
\larch 28, 19-17, New Ddhi• 

Conrcn·u.-e ou lru.lonesia, 
l:!nuar) 19·19, New Ddhi 

llnp,ui" C\,uf~.·h·•u:•·. 

M:•y I 'J.'iO, lla,;uio 
( l'hilipr•iuc~) 

Columbo Plan, rormally launch
ed on I July 1')51. as a result or 
the meetin~_~s of the MiniMcrs or 
I mkpen<lcnl lhi1i~h Cummon

\vcallh countrir~ in S ydm:y ;11111 

loudon in 1950 

l'ollllllhn 1'<11\'C r~ C<lflr.:rc IICC 

April 195·1, ( 'olnmhu 

Afro-A~i.1n Coufcr<'nce, · 
Allril 1955, llandung 
(Indonesia) 

7. Simla Conference, 
May 1 9SS, Simla 
(India) 

Afghani~lan, Bhulan, Durma, Sri l.anka, 
China, l111li;r, lndune~ia, M:tlayn, Nepal, 
1\·loncolia, Iran, The Philippines, Siam, 
Tihel, Ttukey, Victu:un, Ft:ypl, l';tlestinians, 
and Soviet Central Asian Hcpublics .. 

Afghanislan, Auslr;tli;,, llhulan, llurm:1, 
Sri l.anka, [J~Yill, l'lhiupi:t, India, h:Hr. 
hun, The Philippines, .Saudi Arabia, 
S)•lia, Yemen, l'aki~lan, Chin;t, Nep:ll, and 
Thailaml 
Au,.llalia, Soi I ank:o, l11•lia. l'aki,lan, The 
l'hilippiucs, Thailaml aud lwl\lllt:\ia 

IIHlia, l'<~kislan, Sri Lanka, United King· 
dom, Canada, Australia, New Zealand 
(subsequently joined by many olhcrs) 

Sri Lanka, Burma, India, l11<lonc~i;, 

l'aki~liln 

and 

A fgha nist:111, lh11 ma, ( 'amhotlia ( K:unpu. 
chca), Centrnl Afoico111 Fedcr:llion, Sri 
l.auka, China, l'gypt, l:thiopia, Gold 
{'nasi, ln<lia, lmlnncsia, l1an, lr:111, Ja11an, 
Jordan, Laos, Lchanuu, Siberia, l.ibya, 
Nep:tl, l'akislan, The Philippines, Saudi 
Arabia, Sudan, Syria, Thailand, Turkey 

Viclnam (Norlh ami Soulh Yemen) 

India, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Japan, 
Nepal, l'akistau, lhc Philippines, Thailand, 
Vietnam (Smtih), Malaya, Singapore, 
llriti~h Bur ucu. • • • 

t .... ., l.o·o otllol 1.111 lo C ·,,,r,.,..,.,,. o.olll'olulo·ol f.,r I 'hi1111 i11 1'1·1'1 Wll'' II" I lu·loJ. 

Freedom Movcmenls in A~ia. 
Hi!dnl l'robli:ms and Inter-racial 
Mil:i:ttion, Cullur:tl Affairs, Agri
culture and Industry 

Dulch a~:tion on I ndoncsia and the 
SC:ltlcmcut or the Indonesia quc5-
tion, Machinery for continuous 
contacts 

h.:Punonic :11111 c.ullmal c••opera· 
liou iu A~in, l·colkllivc hl't:lloily lu 
A~ia 

Economic and Technical coopera· 
lion 

!lulo-China situalion :111<1 
Asian cri\C\, llydrov,cn 
Et:onoouic cOOilCration 

other 
llomh, 

Economic :uul Cultur:.l coopera· 
lion, problem of national soverei
gnly racialism :111d colonialism, 
Arro·Asi;ln contribulion in World 
l'cacc 

Utilization' of U.S. special alloca· 
tion of US$, 200 m. 

•• In March I'J-17, l'aki~tau h:ul nut hcen crcalnl. The lmliau Muslim l.ea~.:uc disso.:iatcol ilsclf from the Cunfen:nc.: 
and \'ie"ed this as u "thinly disguised allcmpls on the pari of the Hindu Congrcs~ to boo~t itsdf politically as the 
pc•speclrve leader of A~iatic peoples". 

• •• Sri lanka and Huoma we1e invited but they declined lo partit:itlale. llur111a was nol a recipient or the U.S. aid 
af!<l Sri lanka did not rcli:.h the idea of India heine 11 link between itself and the U.S. 

Nutr: Ellccpl for the llandun~; Conf.:rcn~:c, all other allempls were wclcomo;d by the Wc~lern Jl.,w~rs and 
disallpJovcd by I h~· !'ioviet lJ niun. 

Source: 
I 

S.D. Muni and Anuradha Muni, Regional Cooperation in 
~outh Asia (New Delhi: National Publishing House, 1g84). 
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Chapter Four 

FACTOI~S IN SOU'l'H .ASIAN HEGION.AL COOPER.A'I'ION 

As discussed earlier, one of the most important 

assumptions behind the Fur.Ctionalist approach has been 

the negation of political factor as a cieterminant of 

inter-state cooperation. Inter-state cooperation 

emanates from the socio-economic circumstances of 

the countries concerned. Functionalists maintain 

that political factors an~ considerations are neither 

necessary nor desirable. However, the re.gional 

cooperation process in South Asia cannot be analysed 

in its background and persp ec ti ve simply in terms of 

functionalist thesis. 

The foundations of the current-phase of regional 

cooperation in South Asia have been stated to be func

tional in content, and gradualist in direction. Seve

ral areas for possible inter-state cooperation have 

been listed and agreed upon by the participating 

countries. Economic rationale and potentialities of 

cooperation in South Asia exist, in a great measure. 

But to analyse the SARC process only in this context 

will be misleading. In the preceding chapter we have 

pointed out some of the political factors behind regional 
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cooperation initiatives in South Asia. Wbnt is impor

tant, howt:ver, is the sustenance of the pre~ont regional 

cooperation process. Though the economic rationale 

formed one of· the important bases for the process, in 

itself, it can:;ot provide the answer, and ensure its 

continuation. In the context of the Third ~orld, 

politics is the dominant characteristic of social 

reality and the question of regime stability and poli

tical survival eventually dictate the logic ana rationale 

1 of socio-economic preferences and priori ties. This is 

more so in the context of South Asia where the factors 

of sovereignty and nationalism combined with historical, 

political, psychological and strategic reasons and 

considerations have generated and reinforced interstate 

disputes and strategic discords in the region. 

Gradualism, the watch-word of Functionalist thesis 

has been incorporated into the regional cooperation pro

cess in South Asia. The ar~as selected for inter-state 
' 

c~operation have a functionalist framework. However, the 

SARC process fails at several counts against Functionalist 

yardstick. It has several in-built limitations. It is 

1 s. D. Ivluni and_ Anuradha Muni, Regional C9oheration 
in South Asia (New Delhi: N~tional Publis ing 
House, 1984), Chapter-1. 



true that by setting aside the question of political 

and bilateral issues 'from the SARC deliber(:',tions, an 

important advance has been made. But the political 

content in regional cooperation move in South Asia 

can be deduced from several sources. 
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In the case of Bangladesh, the initial impulse 

for initiating the idea of S.ARC was political. 2 At a 

time when the then president of Bangladesh was seeking 

earnestly to enhance his legitimacy in his country, 

the establishment of an association of South Asian 

States at his initiative would have contributed signi

ficantly to his image. It is also conceivable that 

Banglc:Jdesh, along with other small states, notably 

Nepal, might have initially entertained the hope of 

exercising greater leverage with their more dominant 

partner, India, in respect to several unsettled bilateral 

issues. The initial response of India and Pakistan 

showed reservation on the proposal for South .Asian 

regional cooperation. This sprang from political 

considerations. 

Political-security considerations had a lot to 

contribute towards building of a consensus in favour of 

2 I nG ra na th ~: ul<:.he rje{?, n2ou th Asian Hegiona 1 
Cooperation: An Ana ly.sis of Convergence and Diver
flence in Responses of Constituent States, .Asian 
~tudies (Calcutta), vol.1, 1983. 
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regiona 1 cooperation. F ere ep tions seemed to gain ground 

that outbreak of hosti.li ties might erode the legitimacy 

of .so!lle of the governments of the region. Therefore, 

the governments in the region sta~ted showing greater 

desire for peace and development. The question of 

regime stability weighed heavily in the minds of the 

governments. The problems of one country have a ten

dency of spilling over in other countries too. More-

over with the increasing cost of the weapons it is 

very difficult for the ruling regimes to sustain an 

arms race despite the fact that the· countries like 

India and Pakistan are getting arms from USSR and USA 

respectively. But for every de~l there is a financial 

cost as well as political cost .involved in relation to 

the supplier, whether it is the USSR or the USA. 

Next we 'take up the external factors, especially 

the political-strategic considerations of the Super Powers 

in encouraging regional cooperation moves i~ the Third 

World. 

Some analysts believe that the SARC had come into 

existence in the gee-strategic context of the Second Cold 

War.3 The early signs of Second Cold War witnessed two 

3 For the analysis· of external fa.ctors, especially US 
interest in regional cooperation in South Asia, the 
present author is· indebted to S.D. Muni' s work, 
"Political Imperatives and the SARC" (unpublished), a 
paper presented at a Seminar on South Asian Regional 
Cooperation, J~waharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, 
December 2-4, 1985. 
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important parallel moves of the US in South Asia. One 

was the attempt to revive security relation[-!~ip with 

Pakistan, the second was the encouragement to South 

Asian countries for strengthening bonds of peace, 
' 

amity and cooperation in the region. Both the us 

President Carter and the:British Prime Minister 

Cala[han during their visits to South Asian Gountries 

in 1978 promised economic help for multilateral co-opera

tive projects if und~rtaken by the countries of the region 

together. The western leaders were also trying to secure 

bindine commitments from India and ~akistan for nuclear 

non-proliferation. The linkages between the security and 

cooperative components of regionalism could thus be seen 

in these simultaneous attempts. 4 

Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan crea-

ted a compelling urgency under which such moves had to 

be pursued vigorously. "Carter Doctrine" of January 23, 

. 1980 with its thrust on evolving "Cooperative Regional 

Security Framework" in South and 2outh \'/est Asia was a 

clear statement of the US intc·nt in th;i.s regard. The 

Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) \vas its culmination in 

South 1ii'est .Asia. It was not without reason,. therefore, 

4 Ibid., pp.3-4. 
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that the move of a South J\sian sumrni t made by the then 

1 BangladesJ-: President Ziaur Rahman in May 1980, which 

eventually set off the process of establishing SAARC was 

described by a left wing Dacca weekly as "nothing but 

an echo" of the Carter doctrine. 5 

The US has always been keen to secure geostrategic 

advantages and facilities which in the changed context 

of the modern warfare, and strategic power projection 

would greatly boost the American presence in the region 

against their main advers~ry, the Soviet Union. Econo-

mically, this would integrate the South Asian markets for 

the US and v.·estern consumer goods, investments and weapons 

and link thus integrated markets with that of the AS~AN. 6 

The demands of some of the SARC countries, like Pakistan 

and Sri Lanka and the abortive attempt of Sri Lanka to 

secure AS:t:AN membership thus assumes added significance. 

The question of external linkages behind SARC thus 

assumed importance. It is a separate matter that progress 

in the aforementioned direction coul"d not be achieved. 

5 Holiday Weekl) (Dhaka), 15 June 1980. 

6 On non-viability of links between SAHC and ASEAN, 
see S.D. IVJuni, "South Asia and the ASEAN: Vain 
Bids for Linkages", Times of India (New Delhi), 
17 November 1982. 
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The regional specifications came in the way of the culmi

nation of Carter Doctrine in South Asia? 1'-Jrs. Indira 

Gandhi's Congress regime returned to power in 1980. 

Though the new regime was upset with the Soviet action 

in Afghanistan and viewed it as a matter of long-term 

security concern, it abhored the idea of joining any 

US sponsored move in opposing the ~oviet Union. India 

pt:rcei ved that while: pleading for a regional response, 

the uS wanted such rt·spons e to be dove-tailed to its 

overall strategic approach in the region. Thus autonomy 

of the stipulated response was sought to be uridermined 
- 8 

from the beginning. ' 

These external sources of regional cooperation pro-

cess in South Asia do not fit into the Functionalist 

approach. Convergence of interest perce~~'tion and consen-

sus on non-political welfare aspEcts amongst the partici-; 

pating countries are more akin to the Functionalists' 

thesis. In the context of South Asia this seems to be a 

far-fetched possibility. Inter-State cooperation and its 

justification are dependent on the political initiative. 

7 



)olitics defines the scope as well as the goal of 

lnter-state cooperation in the region. For example, 

~e can take the issue of inter-state cooperation in 

trade. Several studies have pointed out that improved 

trade relations in the region will be advantageous to 

every country. It will cut on transport costs and 

time, retain benefits within the region that are being 

appropriated by third country trading houses since they 

exploit the import quotas offered by the developed 

countries. This will give advantage and relief to 

all the concerned sections, e.g. the traders, producers 

and the consumer. Lven then, the existing level of 

intra-regional trade is very poor. It does not exceed, 

on an average 5 to 6 per cent. The only exception is 

Nepal's heavy trade dependence on India. This poor 

level of intra-regional trade by implication indicates 

that scope for expansion is considerable. Till date, 

however, no agreement could be reached by the South 

.Asian countries in including trade in the list of areas 

of cooperation. Tne explanation lies more in the 

political realm. PakiEtan has been resisting the 

inclusion of ~outh Asian Cooperation in trade matters. 

M?ny Pakistani economists and businessmen have force

fully ~leaded in favour of greater intra-regional traee 
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in SotiLh /.::;i::t but to no av?il. 9 Mof't of the: analysts 

agree that political factors are the only major hurdles 

in increasing intra-regional trade and economic rela-

tions. Thus Functionali~·t "separabili t)· thesis" -

politics on the one hand and welfare on the other -

does not hold much £round in the concrete realities 

of South Asia. 10 There is no automaticity in the 

regiona 1 cooperation proc es::: either. 

There is hardly any doubt that South Asian region 

is one of the most potential area for inter-state coope-

ration. As we have seen the regionalism in ~outh~Asia 

has been late to follow. The reason behind this h2s 

to be found in the impedirr.~nts that E·xis t in the \vay of 

cooper~tive ventures in the region. It is a moot question 

whether Functio::alist approach can be an ans't:er to these 

impediments. The problems in the way of greater inter-

state cooperation in the region has several aspects. 

S.D. Muni divides the impediments to regional cooperation 

in South Asia into two categories, namely: (i) those 

related to technical and intra-structural factors, and 

9 See, Khalaquer hahman, Ayubur Rahman Bhuyan and 
Sardel Hiza, "The Trade Effects of a South Asian 
Customs Union: An Lxploratory ~tudy", 1'he Pakistan 
Development Rev~, vol.20, Spring 1981. 
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(ii) those emanating. from the nature of the region's 

political economy, and power structure. 11 First cate

gory includes the colonial legacies of South Asian 

countries• economic, politicai and communication 

linkages with U.K. and u.s. and other developed 

countries of the West. These linkages have continuously 

been nursed even after the attainment of independence 

by India, Pakistan and ~ri Lanka under various new 

arrangements. It would not be easy to severe these 

linkages, and, in many cases, the concerned developed 

countries would not let them to be weakened without 

offering resistance because of the advantages occurring 

to them from such linkages. Further, the overall hege

mony of the North dominated global economy come in the 

way of forging and developing mutually benefici8l 

South-South cooperation. 12 The Non-Aligned Movement 

and the "Group of 77" are confronting these hurdles 

but the real progress is extremely slow and tardy. 

Regional cooperation in South Asia canr;ot escape the 

11 Muni and Muni, n.1, pp.53-57. 

12 For a theoretical exposition of this point, see 
Hans w. Singer, "North-South and ~outh-South: 
The North and the Intra-Third World Cooperation'', 
Development and peace (Budapest), vol.3, (1982). 



overall constraints of global economy and political 

dynamics in general and North-South relations in 

particular. 13 
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However, more effective set of impediments spring 

from the politico-strategic and economic implications 

of the political economy of the region. The first 

important characteristics of the South Asian region 

is its Indo-Centric nature. This means that India is 

central to the whole region. This is not so only in 

terms of India 1 s geographical location and contiguou[. 

bc:>undaries with neit;hbours, but with respect to socio

cultural identities and experiences of historical and 

pal i tical evolution. Commonali tit:s in South .Asia are 

mostly bilateral between Indit:• and each of the neighbour

ing countries separately and individually. There is a 

bit of India in every other country of South Asia. As 

against this, there is hardly anything of significance 

which is common between India's neighbour and the 

others. A clear implication of this Indo-centric 

nature of South Asia is that no step towards cooperation 

and collaboration in a regional framework can be taken 

without India acquiring a central place in the scheme of 

13 W. Andrew Axline "Underdevelooment. Denendence and 



therefore can only develop as a mutually supportive 

process to the thrust of bilateralism in South Asia 

as dictated by the realities of the region. 
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Another important characteristic of South Asian 

region is the power disparity between India on the one 

hand, and her neighbours on the other. India stands 

as' a giant in South Asi~ •. Except during the sixties 

India has been able to assert its primacy in the 

region. The indications of improvement in India's 

power profile since the beginning of the seventies were 

evident in India's assistance to Sri Lanka a8ainst 

the insurgency threat in April 1971 and its role in 

the emergence of Eangladesh. It firmly established 

India's credibility as a '';.~urposive, powerful and 

skillfully managed regiona 1 po"VH::r11
, , in the words of 

an A~erican scholar. 15 Director of Pakistani Institute 

of Strategic Studies wrote; "The dismemberment of 

Pakistan has improved the long term position ·of India 

in the sub-continent and cont:equently in the region ••• 

India is now better able to face China in the north 

to deal with its scattered neighbours than at any time 

15 See, vlayne Wilcox, The !:..mergence of Bangladesh 
{Washington D.C., 1973). 
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in the past". ·16 Economicall:,y India is a big size 
I '. 

economy with a strong and diversified industrial base 

and self-reliant strategy- cif growth. 17 

· "Apart from power asymmetry there are many other 

points of divergence in the political ·system, regime 
r • , 

sustenance and the nation-building strategies, deve

lopmental patterns and the defence and security posi

tions in this region. 18 

Similarly, in the economic field, the strategies 

of development pursued by these regimes have been in 

contrast with that of India's. Under such strategies, 

the dominant economic groups have come to establish 

linkages with the forces and factors outside the region 

including'MNCs. ManY of them now do not see adequate 

advantages in weakening these links at the cost of 

16 

17 

18 

Irtiza Hussain, "The Political Strategic Balance 
in South ~\sia", Strategic Studies~ (London), 
vol.1, (July.September 1977), p.3 • 

........ 

John Mellar (ed.), India: A Rising Middle Power 
(Boulder: Westview, 1979). 
For some rece1.lt publica~ions on the sources of 
divergence, di~"lensions and conflict in South 
Asia, see (1) btanlev Wolnert- R,...,.....,,.. -.P ,.._ ---~>--

• • • 4 
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I 
I 

developing intra-regional linkages. They fear that 
I . 
i i 

the growth of regional cooperation will barm their 

prosperity. Such fears of economically entrenched 

groups have been coinciding with the apprehensions 

of ruling elites to produce centrifugal economic and 

politico-strategic policies in the region. 19 

Mutual -distrust and lack of understanding i·n 

poli~ical and economic fields in South Asia, therefore, 

are built into :the prevailing structure of political 

economy of the region. Unless the structure is· gra

dually modified and readjusted, it may com~ in the way 

of regional cooperation entering into a deeper and 
I 

broader phase. It ·is interesting to note that a 

Pakistani economist, instead of suggesting other 

South Asian countries to develop self~reliant economies, 

asked India to give up its strategy of self-reliant 

economic development in the interest of winning neiish

bours• confidence and advancing regional cooperation. 20 

For other nations of the region Indian econo~ic 

development in a democratic set up is a matter of con-

' 
19 Muni & Muni, n.11, p.59. 

20 N.L. Qureshi, Survey of ~onomic R~~on·ces ~?e 



' ·21 '. cern because barring ~ri Lanr<a nnd Halcnves, most of 

India'~ r.e ighbours have destroyed democracy and are 

suppr-t'~;s_ing diGsentir:r; voices in their own terri torics. 

It is worth noting that det,ree c;f vehemence against 

India in t bese countries is in direct proportion to 

the denial of democracy under tb.ese ret;imes. 

Moreover, the geographical fact of Pakistan, 

Bong lad esh, Nepal and Sri Lanka being peripheral to 
\ 

\ 

India, and also of their being adjacent to some other 

major 1 egion or country provides them a com:non moti-

vation to act centrifugally vis-a-vis India and to 

take a stand in many international issues different 

from Ir.dia's stand. And even in the context of SM~C, 

.the smBller states bina thPrnselVPS together to counter-

balance India. Historical contradictions also sway 

the behaviour of the nations towards each other \·dth 

disastrous effect on forces of cooperetion. l'he cir-

cumstances surrounding partition in 1947 made certain 

that India and Pakistan would be at loggerheads for a 

long time to come. big powers have taken full advan-

tage of the India-Pakistan cleavage to further their 

political and strategic objectives in the regione 

21 However, with the ongoing persecution of Sri Lankan 
Tamils the political system of Sri Lanka has dives
ted its title to be called democratic. 



The fears and aprrehensions of the smaller South 

Asian countries vis-a-vis India, though a natural and 

unavoidable consequence of power disparity in the region, 

have often been inflated and deliberately played up to 

serve narrow objectives. This has been done by those 

political and economic vested interests that have 

thrived and prospered on anti-India and regional 

centrifug·al policies. Owing to historical links and 

socio-cultural contiguities that India has with neigh

bouring countries, the neighbouring regimes have often 

found it advantageous to pursue assertive and divergent 

stance vis-a-vis India in their strategies for political 

sustenance and mobilisation against ~omestic rivalso 

Inter-State cor:flicts and strategic disharmony in the 

region have, _b;sides other things, forced South Asian 

countries to look outside in search of support and 

assistance, particularly from the great powers, to 

counter-balance intra-regional pressures. As already 

noticed, tte external powers have often exploited and 

perpetuated strategic schism in ~outh Asia to further 

their respective interests and global strategies. Some 

of the countries of the region have forged extra-regional 

links in an attempt to undo the implications of South 

Asian power assymetry and undermine .India's 
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22 
status. This approach has been pursued very assi-

duously resulting in the consolidation of divergences and 

strengthening of intra-regional apprehensions and mis

understandings. 

Another approach to minimise power asymmetry in 

the region is to ask India to lovJer its profile in 

regional affairs so ~s to allow greater initiative, 

self-confidence and participation o~ the part of 

its smaller neighbours. 'l'his is a leg! ti~a te demand 

and the Indian decision-makt:rs themselves seem to be 

aw2re of it. There are a number of ir1s tances at le'l.st 

in the .SAhC proce.~.ses 't:here l!1dia has been more a rEs-

poncent tban an initiator. "The notion of low profile, 

however, iS a highly subjective oneo What is desired 

and expected as well as what is possible in low profile 

interactions can hardly be evaluated objectively". 23 

South Asian regional cooperation, both as concept 

and as process had come to stay. There does not seem 

to be any going back on . .. 
li... 

22 

This procefs, which was 

• 

Regional 
Coo era-

23 Quoted from ~.D. Muni, n.1, P.5. 



described by South Asian foreign secretaries at their 

first meeting in Colombo in April 1981 as 11 beneficial, 

desirable and necessary" came to be recognised a year 

later in I 5 lambad in August 1982 as having gained 

"irreversible momen_twn". The Heads of ~tate or 

Government of the seven South Asian countries met in 

Lhaka in December 7-8, in the first ever regional 

summit. 

The summit adopted a charter converting the South 

Asian Regional Cooperation (SAhC) into the South Asian 

Association for Regional Cooperation. But leaving 

aside the euphoria during and in the immediate wake 

of the summit, one has to admit that the meet was not 

c 24 a big succe~s. There are certain realities of SAARC 

which can not be ignored in assessing its standing. 

There is almost a general consensus among statesmen 

and analysts that meaningful advances in the direction 

of regional cooperation can not be made without tackling 

some of these facets of South Asian reality. 

The reality of SAARC has to be seen more in what 

Pakistan's President Zia-ul-Haq said in an interview to 

24 B. Udayshankar, "The Limits and Limitations of 
SAARC", Strategic Analysis (New Delhi), vol. IX, 
February 1983, pp.1-1o. 
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a Bangladesh daily on the eve of the Dhaka summit, in 

the literature distributed the Pakistani embassy in 

Dhaka during the meet, in the incident pertaining to 

the stamp cancellation ceremony on the concluding day 

of the Summit, and in the inability of member-countries 

yet to agree upon trede and industry as fields for 

regional cooperation. 25 

Though there is lot of scope and potentialities 

of regional cooperation in South Asia, the problems 

and impediments in the way of successful regional 

cooperation can hardly be overlooked. Regionalism 

is essentially a political phenomenon notwithstanding 

its socio-cultural cooperative and as such political-

security considerations will have important role in 

promoting regional cooperation as well as in retarding 

it. 

With the launching of SAAHC cne may feel t~~pted 

to suggest that nee-functionalist hypothesis of spill

over might be set in motion in South Asia. This is a 

far fetched possibility. Spill-over occurs when the 

technical expert and interest groups are allowed to 

have some role in the expansion of regional cooperation. 



In South Asia the technical realm is defined by the . . 

government and the ofjicials carry restricted briefs. 

Functionalism has been applied, with some success, 

in Situations whe.!.~e socio-economic interests and pr:e-

ssure groups are capable of acting as agents of re-

gionalism and can place selective constraints on the 

countries concerned. 

In the case of South Asia economic and technical 

interc.·st c~roups are C:iffused, primordial and under-

developed. Their leverage wi tr. the r;ational goverr.-

ments is quite. limited; As a r~sult 'institutionalised 

pattern of interest politics' and 1 technical self-

determination• are not viable concepts in relation to 

South Asia. Functionalist e~phasis on the learning 

process followed by habits of CO·:>per·ation by the ci ti?..ens 

is also not much of relevance. Far fr6m building a 

socio-psychological community the regional cooperation 

process in .South Asia has still much ground to cover 

even in terms of binding commitments from the parti

cipating countries. For exampl~, shortly after hosting 

the first meeting of the Foreign Secretaries of seven 

South Asian countries in 1981, Sri Lanka went looking 

for ASEAN membership. Again, it almost backed out of 



the Thimpu deliberations over a very political matter • 
• 

It seemed that foundations of Regional Cooperation 

process in South Asia are very fragile. 

The countries of the region are very sensitive 

over political issues. They are equally very possessive 

about their newly won independence and sovereignty. Four 

conditions identified as •necessary• by Aaron Segal for 

regionalism in the Third World are worth taking note 

of. These conditions are that the proposed regional 

cooperation venture: (i) must offer economic benefits 

to each unit including an arrangement on the distribution 

of benefits. (ii) must not t~reaten existing beneficial 

relationships or they must be replaced with new ones, 

(iii) must not constrain the process of nation-building, 

(iv) must not threaten the bases of support of existing 

national political units. 26 

The relevance of these conditions in South Asia 

is self-E'V id ent. These conditions relate not only to 

the economic aspects of r·egional cooperation but also 

touch on the existing political arrangementso 

26 Aaron Segal, "The Integration of Developing Coun
tries: Some Thoughts on Africa and Central America", 
,J'ournal ___ ()j_Common MArket Studies (Oxford), vol.2, 



It is very difficult for Functionalist approach 

to breakaway from these conditions. 'l'he overall thrust 

of Functionalism is directed against the consolidation 

of nation-state system. But the functional areas for 

inter-state cooperation in South Asia are centralised 

at the national level. Regional cooperation may come 

handy to national governments to further consolidate 

their hold as the benefits accruing from such coopera

tion will be channelised by the agencies of the national 

governments. Whatever welfare measur·e's percolate down 

to the citi2ens of these countries will be seen as 

achievement of the government • 

. 

Again, the low level of politicalawareness in the 

Third World countries prevents ~eople articulating wel

fare demands even at the local or national level in an 

effective manner. Internationalisation of welfare 

demands, and its effective articulation seems a far-
1 

fetched possibility. The question of their apprecia-

ting and consequently shifting loyalties in favour of 

international/regional functional organisations does 

not arise •. 



CONCLUSION 



CONCLUSION 

In the concrete reality of the Third World, poli

tics is the dominant characteristic of social relation

ship as well as the driving force behind economic deve

lopment and various measures of social welfare~ "The 

question of regime-stability and political survival 

eventually dictates, the logic and rationale of socio 

economic preferences and priorities". In South Asian 

countries, t.he overriding emph_asis of governmental 
I 

action.is directed to the goal of political integration 

and consolidation of territorial .. entity which succeeded 

colonial rule. In consequence, the prospects of Func

tionalism which in principle gr~viates against such 

goals is bleak.· Indeed, that small measure of success 

in Functionalist endeavour which has been possible 

occurred only where it has operated well within the 

context of the state-system, which Professor Mitrany 

had hoped would be reduced to insignificance through 

the application of Functional alternative. 

F'unctionalism is not an activity, which emerges 

simply in response to some objective notions of common 

need. If such were the case, South Asia might well be 

a sui table milieu for its active promotion. Functionalis 
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tends rather to be the product of convergence of per

ceived interests underpinned by suitable economic and 

po li ti ca 1 ci rcums ta nc es. 

Central to fUnctionalist thesis is the position 

that functions determine organisation and structure. 

However, the organisation and the structure of the 

SAARC has depended not on functional imperatives but 
1 

on the political perceptions of the participating 

countries. A study by I. N. Mukherjee on attitudes 

of the participating governments to the institutional 

arrangement has shown that by the time of third meeting 

of Foreign Secretaries (August 82, Islamabad) four out 

of SiX COUntries were in favour of early 'structured 

institutionalisation' while only one {India) .clearly 

favoured •evolutionary institutionalisation'~ But, 

by the time of Dacca Summit of Hpads of Government or 

State, even India more or less, fell in line with others. 

SAARC does not foresee any implementing agency of 

its own nor does it envisage any joint industrial pro

ject in the near future. So tangible benefits coming 

visibly from SAARC process do not accrue. Hence the 

question of change of loyalties does not arise., It will 

·be timely to remember that the question of transfer of 

loyalties of the individu«ls as a result of inter-state 



cooperation, away from nation-states to international/ 

regional functional organisations is a cr.ucial assump

tion of Functionalism. 

ArPas of cooperation agreed to by the participa

ting countries-under SAARC does not affect public _wel

fare in a major or signific'ant way. The inclusion of 

trade and industry could have created benefits which 

would have gone to powerful interest groups such as 

trading houses and industrial enterpreneurs. This 

could have helped create pressure groups with vested 

interest in inter-state co.operation. 

Unlike in w·estern Europe, th.e demand :for regional 

cooperation in South Asia does not have any popular base 

(pressure from powerful interest groups). Neither are 

there any influential intellectual groups propagating 

regional cooperation or integration.~. The initiative has 

come from the governments of the region only. Again, 
I -

unlike EEC or UN family o:f organisations, SAARC has no 
i 
i 

bureaucracy of its own which in i tsel:f can ~t as an 
I 
I interest group and sustain the regional cooperation 
! 

process. ' 

Interesting light is thrown on the interrelationship 

of SARC a,nd Functionalism by a close study of (i) agreed 



1reas of inter-state cooperation, (ii) question of 

.nsti tutionalisa tioh, and (iii) nature of such co

tperation. 
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Working Groups in each of the ~greed area·s were 

)Upposed to draw a comprehensive programme for action. 

~he immediate programme was to include, (a) excha.nge 

~f data and information; (b) exchange of experts, train

ing facility and scholarship, etc., (c) organisation 

of semirtars, workshops, etc. The long-term programme 

was to include ·(a) assessment of needs and resources, 

(b) preparation of specific projects o! a regional 

nature, (c) modalities of financing projects. So far 

there has been no implementation of the long-term 

program!ae. . The nature o:f the immediate programme is 

such that present benefit accruing from Cooperation 

between governments can only be utilised by the 

national agencies and departments o:f the countries 

concerned. Therefore, it can be argued· that people in 
. ' 

participating countries have not been directly affected 

to any significant extent at all. Even at the govern

mental level the work done so :far has been so sparce 

that attitude change as an effect of socialisation in 

the cooperation process does not seem to be ViSible 

at·all. 
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Neo~tunct1onaliflm arose in re~ponse to the !ailure 
\ ·• 

o! Functionalism when applied to the ongoing regional 

integration process in Western Burope. The pluralist 

model of neo-functionalism combined with spillover pro

cess and 'institutionalised interest politics• was a 

distinct advance over classical Functionalism. It put 

the question of power politics·vis-a-vis welfare 

in perspective. But pluralism and 'institutionalised 

interest-politics• belong more to the realm of inter

state cooperation in Western Europe. Third World in 

general and South Asia in particular, cannot provide 

testing ground for neo-functionalist thesis. 

The question of spill-over occurring as a result 

of SAARC process seems a far-fetched possibility. 
""'----------·· 

Spill-over occurs when the technical experts and inte-

rest groups are allowed to have some role in the expan-. 

sion of regiona 1 cooperation. In South Asia, the 

technical realm is defined by the government, and 

officials! carry restricted briefs. Moreover, the inte-
'\\ 

rest groups in South Asia,, as~ the rest of the Third 

World, are diffused, primordial and underdeveloped. 

The • learning process• and • ethos of cooperation• 

on which Functionalist pinned so much hope, has not 
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. 
yielded the desired result. Notions of state-rights, 

nation-building, sovereignty, etc., h~ve been rising 

in direct proportion to 
1
the growth of functional orga

nisations. ,Regionalism has become more. attractive 

and feasible for most of the countries .and therefore 

Functionalist approach needs revision. If the claims 

of Functionalism to be a sound and promising approach 

to,international relations has to be considered seriously 
, .. 

it has to come to terms with the forces of regional 

·cooperation in the Third World. 
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Following is the text of 
the declaration adopted at 
the first annual ~un1111it of 
Smtth 1\sian u:llhlllS .• 1t 
Dhaka in Dcccnlbt•r. 

The Bangladesh Presi
dent, the King of Bhutan, 
the Prime Minish:r of In
dia, the M:ildives Prt•si
dent, the King of Nepal. 
the Pakistan Presilknt 
and the Sri L:mkan Presi
dent mel in Dhaka on 
December 7 and ~. 

~ .. Th~y ut~dc~~corcd th.: 
!!!~~'.'!"!'~· '!~l'lf&Ct1l"u'.'- ;--,f 
their first ever South 
Asian summit n •• :l:ting. 

oThcy consiuetcd it tu !11.:' a 
tangible manifcstatitln of 
their determination to 
cooperate regionally, to 
work together for finding 
solutions towanls thl'ir 
common probkms in a 
spirit nf fricnd~.hip, trust 
nnd 1\ltltual undastatitlin~ 
and w tht• ~·rc:11io11 of ;,~ 
ppl,~r h:l!;,:d 011 Hllltu . .llv
!:Jll'CI. C'(llity and sh:u~·d 
lll'ncfits. 

1 

'fh~:y rccog11i.~,_.d that 
periodic nw-:tin;~.\ at thl'ir 
level were ccntr;1! to the 
protn<>~ion oi mutual 
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trust, confidence and 
cooperation among th.:ir 
CO\llllri<:S. 

'I hr I k:1d'i of St:tll' illld 
Government rcallinueJ 
that tlh'ir fundamcnt~d. 
goal was to arcd..:rat.: till' 
JHlll'e~S of CCfoiiOJlliC allol 
sod:1l development in 
their r~~~pcc1i\'e l'lHtnlrics 
thwugh the optimum uti
lisaitn of their hum:ll\ and 
m:Hl't ial ft'Sllllrl'<:s, so as 
to promolL~ thl.' w~~lfarc 

and prospL:rity of tb.:ir 
;-;~,~~~!c~ :~:-:d t~~ !:"!~:"!"t)"': 
thci~ quality of life. They 
were con:;cinus that pe:tl'c 
and ·;.:cut ity was :ult'~~~:n
tial pre-tcquisitc for the 

· realisation of this objec
tive. 

The kmlcrs of the 
South ,\sian countries 
fl':d"firmcd their l'Llllltllit
rncnt to the UN chant·r 
and the prinripks gov
nni II)' l h,· ::nVl'ITi)' n 
ntll;dit~; .,f !-1.1:·:~. p.·;,, , .. 
ful s.·ukm~·ut or lbpuks. 
'nnn-in!ct f·:tl'lll'L' in int•:r
nal ali.:lit s and tl!liHI,t: lH. 
thrL·:tl pf 11';1.' of fPtr.: 

ag.1inst the to.:rritori:1l in
t<!grity nnd p.>litical ind<.:-

p.:ndcn~·c of llthcr states. 
Th.:v rcitcrat..:d that the 
UN- CP!l:ititutl'd the most 
illlplllt:utl ftltllltl fur tlw 
rrsolulion of all issues 
affecting international 
peace nnd Sl'Curity. 
l'L•nnkl:tiJic daallcn;.!<'s 

Thl'Y alsll r~affirmcJ 
ti1.-ir di.'C'P n>rwiction in 
till' continuing \'alidity 
and rckvanCl' of the 

1 ohjt·uiws nf th.: Non
Ali:',ncd !Vlo\TIIK'llt as an· 
imp•H·tant force in int~r-
n:tti·w·JI rd:ttinns. Th<· 
I kads of Slate ami <..iov
cr nmcnt il<'kno·,\'kdgcll 
that lht• countrit•s of 
S1Jlllh Asia .. will> consti
tuted out•-fihh of human
ity, were faced with the 
fllnnidablc rh:llll'nf!.CS of 
('OWII)', CCIIIIOllliC back· 
wanlrlt·ss, low l~vds of 
pwdurtillll, uncmpl1JY· 
Illt'llt and p~(·ssurc of 
I" •pul.11 io11 ,.,,," potlltdnl 
I•:.· ,.,,,L,itdti·,,nuf tho.: p:~:.t 
:1nd other advnsc lcga
l'tt'S. 

They kit that. hound as 
t li.:ir L'llllllll ic~ ·.were hy 
m;mv conunon v;rlu .. ·s 
h>->i:·:.l in t:~~.·.ir social. 
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ethnic. cultural and, his
torical tradilious redona' 
t'lll 'l'':r:tt inn pnwitfcu a 
h'~~·.k .II rr~pon·~c tn 1 h~·sc 

. pmhkms. They were con
srious of their inuividu:tl 
and rt•f.illl1:tl strengths. 
tlwir pot~·ntial as a hur.c 
market, tlwir sl1h~t:mtial 
human ami natural · rc
soum:s and tht:: Ctllll· 
pkm~:nlaritics of their 
l'l'Oihllllil.'s. Thl.'\' were 
CLlnfi.!cnt tlwt with t>ifcc
tiw r,·~ional wopl!rativn. 
th<'l' l'<Hild make uptimu11 
\ISC oi ti:t:'\C L';!jl;l;.iiin h·,, 
thl' benefit 1ll' th~·ir pe-l)· 
pks. act'l'h:ratc the pac~ 
o"f tlll:i r l'Wnomic dl!· 
\'cllljillleat and enhance 
lht•ir national alid colle~
tive sdf·h~liance~ 

Tht'\' were convinced 
th:tt.lh.<:ir ~·ountrh·s. whkh 
1l;1d madt: ir11portant Cl1tl· 

tlihutinn-> tn thi.' ~nrich

''"·'"' .,f hlllil:l!l l'i\'ili'-1· 
.[il•l:. ,.,,Ill,! "'~:~·t!J,'I' pl:l\ 
th~·1r due rok in ::,t.:rn:l· 
tillHal r.:btinns itml iatl;.:
t•n,··· lk.-i~.i,ms · whi;·I, 
:tfk\·t,·d tlwm. Th~·'
"\.'Hll~1;asi ;l'd t h:.tt strcr.: · 
tt:~.'ning r·.:·~ion:tl C\1\lp::r ::-



· tion in .South A-.ia r~
quired greater involve-

• ment of their peoples. 
'fbey agreed to incrt•:Jsc 
interaction and further 
promote people-to-people 
contacts at various levels 
among their countries. To 
this end, they decided to 
take. steps to create 
awareness 1111<1 public 
opininn in the region. 

The Heads of State and 
Government welcomed 
the progress already made 
in the implmentation. of 
the integrated programme 
of action in the nine 
mutually agreed areas. 
TI1ey expressed their dl!
sire to consolidate and 
further expand coopcra· 
ti-.·e cffolls within :.1n 
appropri:tte in~titutional 
framework in 11 !>pirit of 
partnership and equ;~lity. 

111e kadcrs were con
vinced that they could 
effectively pursue their in
dividual and £Oikctive 
objcctiws and 1mprove 
the quality of life of their 
peoples ooly in an atmos
phere of peace :tnd secur
ity. In this context, they 
cxprrl'st'(l concctn at the 
dctcrioratint\ internation· 
al political situation. They 
were alarmed at the un· 
precedcntcd cscalatil)ll of 
arms race particul:lrly in 
its nuclear aspect. 
l'hreat or sdf·t•xtinction 

\ 

111ey ·recognised that 
m'lnldrHi tnday w~c; ron-

. fronted with the threat of 
sel£-extinction . ansmg 
from a massive accumula
tion of the most destruc
tive weapons ever pro· 
duced. The anns race in
tensified international 
tenc;ion and violated the 
principles of the UN char
ter. The leaders called 
upon the nuclear weapon 
states for urgent ner,otia
tions for a comprchl'n>i\'e 
te!>t ban treaty leading to 
the complete cessation of 
test in g. produt:t ion and 

deployment of nuclear 
weapons. In this connl'C• 
tion, tl11.:y wclcl)IHCd the 
recent meeting l1ctv:ccn 
the US President, ~lr. 
Rmwld Reagan and the 
Soviet leader, Mr. 
Mikhail Gorbachev in 
Geneva anJ expressed' the 
hope that the mt'etinp, · 
w~,uld h:tVl' a t~<,,itivc 

effect on international 
peace and st:curity. 

The 1 kads of St:~tc and 
Government expressed 
deep concern at the coun· 
tinuing crisis in the r.lub<ll 
economy. They under
scor('d that d.:tcriorating 
economic and social con
ditions and haJ snit)u:;ly 

. rt:tardcd de\dopmcnt 
pt:ospects in South Asia 
and other devdoping. 
countries. Sharply falling 
commodity prices, de· 
tcrioration in the terms of 
trade, intt·nsification of 
protectionist mcasurc~--

spiralling dl!bt burden an 
a decline in the !low < 
external resources, cspc 
cially conccssional assisl 
ance, had caused a seriou 
setback to the cconomi 
1kvdopmcnt of the dd 
vcloping countries. Thcsl 
had been compounded bJ 
natural disasters and pre 
carious world food sccur· 
ity situation affecting de· 
vcloping count I ies. 

They also expn·sscc 
. concern ovcr the dimi· 
nishing cnp:tcit~· of int••r· 
n;ltioual financial and 
technical inc;titutions to 
respond effectively to the 
needs of the disadvan· 
taged and poorer coun· 
tries and regretted that 
the spirit of multilateral 
coopcratilm hat! h:gun to 
falter and weaken. This 
wns particularly disturb· 
ing in the face of in
creaset;,l inter-dcpcnJcncc 
cf d~vc.:lopcd and de· 
vcloping countric·s and the 
f~lCl that CCOIIflaliC rcYival 
of the N01th was do:.cly 

linked to ecoMmie prog
res.c; in tht· South. They 
believed that develop· 
mcnts in the pa!<t decades 
had clearly den1onstrat~d 
the structural imbalances 
and inelJuities inherent in 
the existing international 
economic S\'Stl~lll and its 
inntkquary · hl tkal with 
pwhle111s of lkvclopmcnt. 

:The leaders strongly 
urr,cd that determined 
efforts should be mad!! by ;: 
the internationa1 com
munity towards realisa· 
tion of the goals and 
targets of ,the internation
al dcvc.>ll)pm<'nl strategy 
as well as th~~ substantial 
new progt;tmme qf uction 
for the least developed 
countries. They called for 
urgent resumption of the 
North-South dilllogue and 
early convening of an in· 
ternational conference on 

• 

. -
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~;.t\i(nt kllurcs of the 
Chann t'f Snuth :\si:m 
A<.soci:ltiun f,Jr ltc{!ional 
Co-ol'cration ad.1p1~·d on 
1),·.:\:mkr c; <lt Dil:tk;t.. 

1. lk:-irous of prun•ot
in~ pc•:tCL', Sl:tbi!ity, :11\lil}' 

auJ l''''l'Jl':>S 111 t!k· rc-r.iun 
thruut•h ~trid :tdial.'rcnn· 
u t::c 111 inci! ol.:s <1{ the 
United ~Lni<lllS Ch:l[tL'r 
::.nd Nl\fl·:di;~·lillCnt, pani
cul:l rl v r-~o;p,-ct :-nr the 
!'r~'"',l:\L:~ nf '"\'1'' ,.,: ... ,n 

~·qu.dlly, krtituri:d in-
tq~tit\. li.t\il>!l:tl llhk-

1•c nck llCL', llt'III-li\L' t•f 

torcc :tnd llOil· 

intc!Lr.:n,-,· in the int.:r
n:tl ::!!.til~ ol nth..-r sl;tlt:\ 
a11d pva,·c:fl!l ~~.·ttlclllL'lll of 
all d!',;'t:tt·~. · 

2. ( \•:hCI<~Ih tL.tt in <Ill 

inoca::i:\"iY i.d;·nL·I'~·n
d;:nt \· .. ;rid, th:: <Jbjc'll;\·c 

uf !h·,,,, .. fr~_·nlum, soci:ti 
Jl:'-:t, c ~:.:ll ~..·~:unP:n:c 

Jll!l'.jll'l ity :•r•.: k·~( 
;,, hi·:n·d by f,J·.tnin.: 

l'-"''" nci:~hbnt:t ly r~.·~ .· 
titt:l~ ::!111 mcanil~,·(ul ,.,,. 
op .. ~raUlJil an1or~:: t~t: 

rountril.'' of Sllu;il A; .. : 
,·;hid! <II'\.' lhllllld h· ti\.'~ .•: 

Jib:.tli~.· .~IH.l rultt!i .. .'. 

3. t\\V:1rc: of tl. ... ' \.·~':"':> 

n'•.Hl prn~\L·;~'"' ic!•.:r~:>~. 
:l!ttl .t'.pit:lli,,ll, •. :· t'···· 

p-:·•p!l' pf s,luth .\':.J 2~~ 
tl"· ll<.:l·d :or jP!!\t ,ld:,•:1 

:t:td l'llh::ll(\.,j ( ...... 

''fh·t "tiPn \Vithl!~ t~: .. 'ir r~.-.. 
~· :' ·. r·1n . • : .I\' lf''l 1 , ... \ , ... · '· 

J;~.·u~!r ~.y \h~:us ·;u: .. : t ul· ... :
r .II t r.1d;! i, HJ,. 

.:. ·( 'nm·i11ccd th 1: ~ .:-

iUllU:l~! ( ):\.: COU;l:~·:\..~\ ._·r:· 
~~.,u:1l t\'.i:t i·-; 1nur~.!:\v ~~:.'· 

tl,·li·.~~~L dl·.-..it,::<.: ~;~,! 
tl(.'\.t.~··u·~· fl)f r:\,1!,:\\!'" .. 

ll.l' .,,,·ll .. h' :.nd :•:·.:\1''' 
tL.~ q!Ll>t: t'l t:·: '::~.· · r 

l i \. ' 't 'l : \.
1
:. ·., ' ) f \: j .. • ~ ... • '. i \ 

). ( :;I:\in..:~ .. ~ :~a:· 

t h. l , .. • ·· · •nu,·. ' ·.: .. · 
f 'l. :li'tl'~d Cu-~·; .. .:rJ~!-..·'1 

;ll.>lP 1: l:h: Cl\l;.,'.ril·~ • :· 

~{.ttth /.·.ia VdJ,;iu ~,;~,.':.:~.· 
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bute signific;~atly to tht~ir 
n;ttional anti colkctiv.: 
:.df rdi.tlllC.:. 

6. lh·,orru-,inr: th:tt in· 
creased ro-op.:r.ttil'll, 
contads and cxch:tn!:o 
among the countries of 
the region will Cll!ltribute 
to the proruotior. , of 
friendship anti under
standing among their peo
ple. 

7. Recalling the dt:c
laration signed by their 
Foreign Mrnist~:rs in New 
Delhi on August 2, ]•;:-;.\ 
and noting the pro1•.rcss 
achievc!d in rq•,i~.>tul ll>· 
operation. 

~. Rc:lffirtning their dv· 
termination to prunw:c 
!>lldl co-opcr;ttiot. within 
;m illstituti,l;~.·l 

framework. 
Do hereby agree to 

establish an organization 
to be known as Suuth 
Asf:u1 A~.::rH:iation f,,, l<e
l'.innal ('<>·opcratton. 
hereinafter rdcncd h> as 
the Associntion, with the 
followinr. objrctiws. pt in
ciples, institution.ll .md 
fin:lncial arrangcnll'nts. 

ARTICLE I 
Ol>jt·rthcs 

l. The objectives of the 
As:;oriati•>n ~hall he: 

(A) to proillOll.' the wd
fan: of the pn>r:ks of 
South Asia and t\1 in1· 
prl>Vc their qu:diry of b:. 

{=~:. -:~,. '"·c.::\.~~.~ ... : ..::~~~ 
nomic rn,wt h. ~oci.d 
flW('.te.·.~ ::1i,: cultll!::l l!:
vclopmcnt in th~: r::;•iun 
and to provide all iuJi
viduJis the opportunity 1,1 

live in u1,:nit} :11td to 1 L".tl· 

ise thl•ir full potl'liti:d~. 
(C) To fH<)i11l>t,~ :1 nd 

strl'lll~th··n t:!l)k,·ri' ,. ~.-~,. 

rcli;nH.T. Htu'"lJ'. tL·.· , ll!ld 

trk~ of South ,\~.i.•. 

AUTICLE 11 
( 

Prindp!.·s 
1. Co-orl·raiion lliti.in 

the framework (1( tit,' 

A~soc:i:.tir•;l sh:1!! b,· lu·.~·,J 
on lesr,:ct for t!:t: l''''H·i· 

plt:s of sovcrci!!ll cqu:llity, 
t.:rritorial illlt'•'' ;t y, 1 l>li
tl•·.d ilhkpc'll<klh'<', II\ ill• 

illll'ltl"ll"lll'o; Ill irlh'IILJI 

;tli;tir~ ol olild \t,tll'S :llld 
nwtu:d l>nldtt. 

A:rnCI.E Ill 

f,1 n·!i111~~ of I iw ltt•ado; of 
st:t!c or ~on·rm:wn!. 

I. The heads of :;tate or 
gon.'flllllL'tlt shall meet 
annually. 

ARTICLE IV 

Ct,tmcil of rnini.~lt•rs 
l. A Cl)llttcil of t.·1·inis

tcrs con~t,!u,: tlf the 
Forcir.n Mini~.i..:r~ of tht' 
111\'nlhl.'l' S(;l!l'S ~.!tall h~ 

ntaldi~:ll\'d with th~ fol· 
lowing ftiiKii->n~: 

(A) Fonnu!:ltion of th~ 
policies of th~ As~oria· 
tion. 

(U)' Rl'view the prog· 
rcss of ClHJp·:ration under 
tht• A~'lwiarion. 

((') l>.:ri·:intl on new 
art' as of ro-npl·rat ion. 

ARTICLE V 

Stanr:inl! Commiltt>e 
l. 'I he Standinp. Com· 

mittct· t'lllllprising th~ 

Foreign S~:cr\'tar ics shal: 
have thl! following func· 
tions: 

(A) (h'l'ral! rnonih)rin! 
and ro·or<llllation of prog· 
ranunc of r,•·Oj1eration. 

(B) :\pp:(llal of pro~ 
jl·rts and pt'l'::r:.mmt·s. 
··qd ,,,,, t1111d:di1i.·s t)f thcil 
iill:llli.'illg. 

((') I k:, rtnill:ttin:t ol 
illll'fSl'CtOi':d prioritil'S. 

(D) ~l<lhili\:ttion of n:· 
gitln:rl :1o1d o.tnual H> 
SOlliC'l'S. • 

(L) ld .. ·ittilicatiun o: 
new arl':l~ of co-opcr:1tiut 
b.hl'd t':' :•pr•Wjlt iate ~tu· 
d, ..... 

AHTICLE \'I 

Tt·v!tui,·:·: t ,•:l ::::!·:~·.~. 
J. 'I l'drnicd l'llllllltil~ 

h:t."·s l·uria;>zJ:,ing fl'f"r'-> 
~,·;:t;!liVc''i 1•!' ;;ll ll.l'llll:.:I 

St.l(L'S :-.h:t:! {1;.; ft:')l"Oil~ihft! 
iur til,~ itllji!.:IIWtd;.tiPr., 

co· <mlil~ation and r.~oni-
h•ri! .!! (\f the rmgr:-.mmes '"·u,;: ......... ,~,, 

i11 tl:,·ir a ,··.pc:niv·~ ;ir~a~ of 
l''.l l•l'''lil!lllll. 

:\!~'dt 'LE VII 

,\dit•ll l'l'llllllith·l'S 
The Standin~ Commit· 

tee 111ay set ·up acti<m 
romm i ttccs 
nwmh.:r states ""'~,·~·rnnA: 
for implemcn 
projcrts • iuv~)lving . 
than two but not all 
bers states. 

AI:TtCLE VHI 

liun ::.1d its Of).:.:;u.~o.~liiVIIIi 
functions and 
nwdahtics. 

i'.HTH.'LR IX 

I 
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------------·-·-----------------, 
!\ lajur l'rCtnomic ncri>Uirs in ~.o•Jlh :•>i.lll couulrlu. 

!\lain lntlu,1rit·\ )uft· lmi<'d uctiritj: 
(Jppro\inutl'l\' 12 pc1 ,,·nt 
to (il)p in I'J7'1) 

11111111};.' 

A~:rkullurc .llw11 r'"f": 
(~·ll p,·1 ll'l\1 lo ( d II' 1 

(a,!J U<lfll: 

lwpml., .\lain ••·rton: 

• 

l:,port.. \lain H<'lor\: 

Cotlt>n dntl., <'••lh•n v.un; n.:w~print ami o1h.:r paper, cement steel 
ilt):of•. 

N.rtULtl )'.1\, ,nl,4o.d 

f>l!lkd n,c:, wlo• .1!, ~~~r.at nmc, ~W\:t'l potntnc•,, pul\\'s, t>lhccll!, 
h.lllilll:l\. 

Jut~:. h::L 
t-.I;Khilh'ry and lr::mp<'ll 1'4uiprn.:nt, ha5ic manufactures, chemicals, 
pharm:tc<'UIIt:<>h, r:•w matcri<~h, food and Iii'.: animals, mineraL 
fuch. :min~:•l and ,, ·~.-tahlcs oil~. ere . 
J.,p.m. ll'it\, I!,\!. IlK. Can:ub, Siut:ap(lrC, FRG, N<.:therl:mds, 

•lndt.l, All·l< .. lct, I"'"" .. USSR . 
. 1\l!<·: hi.k'. ,),It,'., '• .• t!ll·r. ~lc; t<·:•. h·h uhd fl\!t pr<'p.>raliun$, 
Ill'"''"'"!, P·•:····· ,.,,. l,l:•in Jc,lln.Jtioll': u~.;\. l'ah (.In, UK. 
t:SSIC hl<>1.n '"''!"''. l! .• ly. Ct1i11a, llclrium, la!•·lll· ,.,u~lrllia. 

---------·----·---·-------------------
Bhutan 

----------------------·-·-----

,1cti•itin: 

• At.:rifullure \fain <''"1'': 

lmpnrh .1/,zin 11'<'/0I.\.' 

.Hoin }OUrn·: 

l:\pHil\ \fuin .,t't lot\: 

,\!n.n di'\tint:fion': 

lndlJ\11\ itlllwlw;~ nunufacturing i\ ~m.lll·s('alc involvlllg prc.hably 
k-.\ tl•an l>'o j•:r cnu ol· employment anJ ~inulary ~m;.ll pcrccllla£:e 

"' ( i! >!') 
·kxttk,, "';'I'· met:'''· handicraft,, r<~rpct\, woo<lwoll,, m:~tches, 
rood f"l<'CI..'\\Hlr_ . 

R1u.:. "hot. m:""'. h.<rlcy, millet, po!dloc\, puh~$. tu!Jacco, St•i(es, 
IIIIi I. 

ICtw mo.l<'ri;th, fuel~ fon•l, l:tlnsunwr t~omh. 
lrHh.l 
C;ud:HIH•n•. ,:um. ro\lrl. handirrart, tirnhcr. 
l11di;1, t.l1ddk l ..... t. ~~ng:.porc, Wnll'Jil Europe. 

Inti I.e 

--------· --- -·-··· ---··------------------------------
~l.tln i•Hhl\lri.-' 
(~~ 1'-'' -:cnt 111 Clll' '" 
,·.nly l~!:>l>) 

\luin ~rclon: 

·1 nllk\, f, lid•·: .... th,:mic;•h. vrl•idn, mc:l:tl indth!ry, rcrr.cnt, 
111!11111~ (o:o:d. •wn" <•re, mani!anc\C, t.;uxitc, li,;~~:,tonc, c hw1ntum, 
k.u! r"nc<·nlr:•k,, ""'· Jr .. munJ,, l'YIIIr~.um, uud,• pctrokum, 
nattJr •• ! ra>). 
!Cn: . .,, he ;It. pulv·,, 'uz.arc:mc, r;~pt·,c ... d ant.! nl\1\lan.l, jute, cotton, 
It: a, toh.J<.:t<>. c••fkc·. ruhbcr. 
!>hn<'r:d !'nch. lll.d>in~ry, transport equipment, to,tilc hbtcs, edible 
v~g.:tal·k oil p.·:n 1-;, prcl'iou~ and S(lllt·ptcl!uU' stone;, non-ferrous 
m~tah. orr.:.n1c d~<·nurah, tc\in\, ph>:its, ltu'.lc kll1hlcrs, -..t.<: .. t. 
USA. '"''l· (;'"" •II, ~la!aysia, Fr,.ncto, C.lll.hla, lldri•""· Sauda 
t\r,,hia, ~kth·rl "1'.~'. ll:.ly, UAE, All\tralia, Sint'.I'I'Otc, !iwitlt:rllnJ, 
l'ol;tnd, (il>i~. l.'n-dw~l.,v;~iliJ, S\adan, Yur.o,lovia. 
Tl\til'"· p-::.rb. J•!; Li0\1\ llml !>Ctni·prcc:iou~ ~~''"""· m~rhincrv, te3, 
kathcr antl k.•thr ~oods, iron ore, lhh, cru,t:•c•.•arr~. ttc. iron aud 
steel, jute m«nul.JC:urc~. Jn\'lal n •• llluf • .;.tur,,~. c::•;mica!,, etc. !!•i:es, 
'"'he:\\' nut hit' ·h. lt;b~ccu, cofft:c, ~ur,Jr, ~~lvcr, wheat, frutt a;nJ 

• Wt!Cl;Ji,k,, J,:tl<l~!'lJfl~. 
1 cS,\, J.q> "'· t · !: . t::-iSH, FRCi, Nt·thl.'rbnd'i, lkkium. Fran• c. 
lltHH' f\,,~~~~. 1t;d~. i~uwait, ~"-udi ,\ti'htal lJ,\E. i:.~n ... \u~a:!l:J, 
Swit;,.,,,n,i. l'llu .. !, Er.ypt, M:d,ty>ia, Su l 111, \'u1: .. da•·i.t, GDR, 
('tn l.o:.h>v.,ki,J. 

'-----------:c -------------·--·---------· ·-----------( 
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Mni-11 Act(\ lt!es 

A;;rlculture 

lmj>l>rls 

E~porls 

!'.!Jin lndu~lries 
(C<>ntrit">utiull to GDP 
IU p~r c~nt) 

Ful:i11g: 

Tuurilltl.' 

Main (lops: 

Main J'fCJOrL' 

Main S0Uf4.~,·s: 

Main suturs: 

Main deslinarion.f: 

,\!iuin;:: 
A::riruhure ft!,,,, crops: 
trh-:.11·1 (,1) J''.'f t·•:nt of (illi'J 
IIH(~'u l\ /llm'u UTI fit,_. 

~htha bdu\trh:'t 
(~4 p.:r rc·nt "! 
(j[)l' in Wi'J) 

Imports 

( 

Mai11 saurus: 
Main Jt'C/ors: 

• 
Main uops: 

Main uctors: 

Main svurca: 

Main stclors: 

J-i:.hJn~ ha~ been the m;tin \<HHre ci inco:n: ~~J ~-1 ;:~~ ::·: :; :.~: 
l~.b,,ur f,lh.'l! arc fi~!J('lm:.:n. Th~..· \C~~~r &u:-;c-..!:::~: ;r r • .:;.~:·, :7 :··.· .. :j 
o( CiDl'. . 
'I Oll!i'IH h." !'rown r~anrl: "hi~· ~ir ~c it w lS 1·.:: .:.Ju-:~..! ~~ · ·.: : "::~ 
1"00. :d11l"' ;, rn.t)nr \0111\..,.' of !oh·ic:l cxch.t!:.: t her: I,·., , ·~·a 
l'\~f~1:.1t h:tn .. ·b ... ·t·UH''"'':~tl. \Lun·~·ur...·,.,: , ... ;· !·:rl""tl!, ;•: \ · .. :';t\ 

''t:'~<'lll lu1ol't: llt<i. li.,Jv. I uu,c:, ~ ... ~ •. , 
CcK<••Hll\, UJ<::,dilull. tu11:~r. 1mJ:ct, it.11t .. :~ :.nta1l :-:-.1: ::. i•:~: 
puLtt:l, Cl,~ava. 1-trl'. III'.<;.'C, ~Oil~•'.lnl. . 
Ct>nWIII'r ,;o•>(l\, intcJm,·,!l:ltC ar;d capitJI F··Js. ;-e:to~: _:--. :c<t· 
dull\. 
Japan, UK, Tluiland. ·Sri Lanka. 
~lanuf:trturco ~~noth: cJrm~nb. fresh fi>h dry sai:!j f.;.· jl')· 
~kip pd. ( ~bldi\'t: h>h). 
Jap;,n, S1i Llllka, Tha1l:md, Singapore. 

:'\epal 

Industry mainly ~mall ~cak 

'lcx!lk' (•·ntton, wnth"ti..-l: p:tp..•r and pulp: ..:;•r.•·nt. k::t~ ::; · . .-.:.: 
foot\\l'~lr: <..·1~~ .. r..:t ..... ~ bl,:wtr~·.~ hted pru<.·t.:,~l:·.~: :~1h:'. ;."·:•·- -~: .. :t-·· 
ah: ·':'·';._ll!tur.tl hhtl~. (it .. !:htti\,'\ .trc ,lfti,u.::~ l"l.t·~!: :d ~\ ~·;t. 
rncdlllfll. 'mall ami Clltt.•;·,· niJU>U•C>, Fut,'l;r. ,h .• r.:l· ... :t;•; :·: . n:~ 
i' >tllu\' ,,;din mcdiuru li1"!u-..tric\; U;'ttl lt.X) p~r ~.:nt ir~ i .;; ~ .... :~;. ~·:i<!S 
rmly. Tht• (j,)\'t:riiiHCilt h.>' riv~n high flll•'ri::; !II ~:::~;:1-~ :·:;;r. 
ill\'1.'\lll~<'ll( hy Jll<•l'tdit:''· 1!\>..·r.l) l:l(Cilli\C~ .1r .. l a N.'· ,J :; • ;~ vi 
ilii'OifliCill. i'tiolity IIIJH'iries aiC: f000 p11'~'"111~. t;\0.,: : :._-.,!,, 
•othtruct:,lll. l'hatmo~(·,·c:i;:~ls an:l .:ducauord m~t.:r;":' 1 
Mmt:~;d, minc·J: 1,uart1. h~.n11.:, '''ppcr, C\l.,.lit. it<'l1 •H: 
Rk.:. lllailc. ".h.:;,t. '"f.IT"lllt.:, rmllct, bali:~. uil >.:.:.:!;.. :;-:.:::1.). 
julc', !11111 :ttl.! \T"t'l-•l•ln 
IL.,H: ,n,uHtl.h 1ua. "· "'·'' lu,,rav ar.,l "·•"'tt\•11 ,,,\HI o1 .. "' '· ·· . .... r .• : 
Ia\ I' ,,lllllt.d·., 'ftt'tUI• ,,h, tiltn~·•·•l hh·h; IUI'•l~'~; Ul!'ltoi\ C11l ..... ,.,_..,, 

liiW lll•ll'll.ti·. 
lndi~. J.tp.•n. USA. 
l~l'-',;~ t.tw jute; JUte cutiint,·.~; timber; he')~i::1:1: ~~at:kin;. t-..t.:-:. ~:: .• 
rh,·c. 
lnuia. USA. Japan, Sinf:;•pore, Honf.kons. fRG. 

l'ul,i•.l;:n 

Tntiks. dt-·mic.th an,! fc-rtili\CI$, food rrl-<:~S\ir.,;. ,·.·::: :. ~t:J 
n:•tur;•l:~as. nunin,: (co.<l, .-IH<lmrtc. lim.:,tcnc. ~~i -·~·:1., .. : ,.:;:~.J. 
!!:'.";~'".', ·.:l·:: ~/::, ~~·~!~ :.. .• !:. !."::::: .. ::.. :!':.~~ ~'::: ~"·:·::~· ... ·• . ;~ 
\\'hc:tt. 1nai/c, l;:srky. uulkt. Mlr,t:r.'.nn. ~u£ .. r .: ... nc.". t._, :· .. ~.: ·."'. ; ........ ~.!· 
nuts, ruJs,·s. rarcst•c,•. ~·:~:!In::. fruit ar.J \,·~--· .•·:,·• .... ;(\. 
onion>. man1:o~s. dtru,), C<>tltln \main CJ>h c:orJ ,,:!:·~r ~;:; •. :-.:~L 
;mint:~! pr0o!u•ts, sport\ ~~oo•.h: \urgical i-:,trun~~t;t;: : ·.:~-~u: 
s\·nt!J:tic tn!i:.-~. 
~lad.itlt'l}' :•ttd tr:tn<r,)~t <'quirm~nl induc.!i:l~ d~rtr:: ::: •. r ::: 

anJ ~ted~ d:-.:1ui::~tl !ctul:·;·:rs~ \c1..:tabk o~!\, ..:t(: \,·;!::::: :. ;:..;.:-,: 
r.,nu'; etc; t~a: ph:ut:l::cc·uti,al:.: nun·krro..:; m.:tal.. ,~, ":. ; .;·...:r: 
Jy.:s. 
J:tp:q;.. US,\, Kuw.tit. UK. FRO. Saudi Aral iJ. . 'c. : :.l~.;s. 
Fl;III<"C, UAI·., lt:•lv, l'hinJ, Ac.rralia. :-.1.:~ .. 1 ,ja 

J{in·, rottt•n (r.>W ,·~tton, t·nnun (~brin, co::,:n ~.,tn '' :. ·. - .• :~. 
l'llll<>fl lhlt',ul); <"·l!j'.-1\, Ill~'· C!C; J~lr0lct..t11 ,tnt!!':,,;·~.:, !.·.~.;r; 
dtuP,, clh:lnic,,t l'h'~ \":o~hlft~'. la~u:f\: etc; f1 .. h :tnJ f.~h ;···. :· .. ·.: ·;,,,w_:; 
J],,~V Kun;, .l.::•.ut. I ;:t~.·.,, .. ~h ,\r .• bi;\, l '-'.\. t·:~ ·· ·-· \~:. 
(J.u1. llo~IHt', ~~~I .111Lt, I·.U'A•ul. U.that.ttn. ,\._:·t1,:1. ~ '.. • . .;.: 

lodi:t r•··.duwd l'fl~ '"''''"'" ~.,L.i-.r.an·, :••d lit.: , .. ·. ·~ t ·} 
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(\'\'llltlllll:h'll, •I tll.ll\lll.~t liP In:' 

l•t (o()l' l.'. !'c'l ,.,,.11 

t\gri.-ulttat 1r 

(mntt tbut~' appn•x ''th'·third 
o( (i:\1') 

.ltillill):.' 

.\fain .HHift"t."\: 

.\lai11 s.-rton: 

\t.;i, ··•• t·". p,:.tr"t:\1'1\ l'l••thh,l'. \.'h~lulc.,h: \\!xt~k,, k'.1thcr g~1ods; 
-.(!·, I 1 P; I .'I ~·n· :·.: 1 ··: .l!l\11 ~; l :!1 1\m~ Ulllh.'t .,l '-Hld .~ h1 ~.·t, etc; l'u\.u.l 
\loth. \ 1 'Jl·:t lt.Hdl•t~.H·I. 1·1\·\\~·~·.J t•tt·~ l'ti\.1h' '•\•h•l: futn1tur.:. 
pl.t,ti.: l""du,·ts. lltct.ll pwdth.:h and tn.tdutt.'l)'. 
lit<~ph:t,·. tuinn;tl ~.lllJ,. ~alt. ~•lic;t ;md tpt:ntl. mi,a. pro:cious and 
\l'IIH·pt.:c·hnts 'lillie'\, indudin~ ~aptlhiro:s. Htl•a-:~. dts I:)CS. 

1: tC<' ···"'.t\'a, ~Wl't:l pot;ttu~s. pot;llncs. 11\.1111.'. null.:t, L111illn~. 
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